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Electric circuits - revision!
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Reaching the quantum regime?
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‣ We need high Q circuits (little or no resistance) to have well 
separated energy levels

‣ We need ‘low’ temperature kBT < ~!
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Low frequency electromagnetic spectrum
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Frequency 50 Hz 1 kHz 1 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 1 THz 500 THz

RF Microwave Visible
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EM frequency — Temperature
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‣ Average number of thermal 
photons in the resonator:

Frequency 50 Hz 1 kHz 1 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 1 THz 500 THz

Temperature 3.5 nK 70 nK 70 uK 70 mK 700 mK 70 K 35,000 K

hn̂i = 1

exp(~!/kBT )� 1

(hn̂i = 1)
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Reaching the ground state
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Frequency 1 kHz 1 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 1 THz 500 THz

Temperature 5 nK 5 uK 5 mK 50 mK 5 K 2,600 K

n̄ = 0.0001
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Reaching the ground state
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Frequency 1 kHz 1 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 1 THz 500 THz

Temperature 5 nK 5 uK 5 mK 50 mK 5 K 2,600 K

n̄ = 0.0001
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‣ Microwaves are the lowest frequency modes for which one can 
reach the ground state with a dilution refrigerator (~10 mK) 

‣ Most of the field works in the range 4—12 GHz
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Anharmonic electric circuits?
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Anharmonic electric circuits?
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JJ as non-linear inductor
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JJ as non-linear inductor
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Superconducting circuits as artificial atoms
Two important energy scales determine the quantum mechanical beha-
viour of a Josephson-junction circuit: namely, the Josephson coupling
energy EJ and the electrostatic Coulomb energy Ec 5 (2e)2/2C for a single
Cooper pair, where e is the electronic charge, and C is either the capacit-
ance CJ of a Josephson junction or the capacitance of a superconducting
island called a Cooper-pair box (namely, the sum of the gate capacitance
Cg and the relevant junction capacitance), depending on the circuit.
Figure 1 summarizes three kinds of superconducting circuits implemented
in different regimes of EJ/Ec; Fig. 1a shows the voltage-driven box (also
known as a Cooper-pair box) for a charge qubit5, Fig. 1b the flux-driven
three-junction loop for a flux qubit6 and Fig. 1c the current-driven junc-
tion for a phase qubit8,9. As a typical example, energy levels of the flux qubit
are shown in Fig. 1d. Moreover, hybrid superconducting qubits are possible.
For instance, a Cooper-pair box can behave like a charge-flux qubit7 when
EJ/Ec < 1. As for the flux qubit, by reducing the ratio EJ/Ec, the charge
noise can become dominant over the flux noise10 and the circuit then
behaves more like a charge qubit. In this circuit, when a , 0.5 (here a is
the ratio of the Josephson coupling energy between the smaller and larger
junctions in the loop), the double-well potential converts to a single-well
potential and the circuit behaves like a phase qubit10,11. One can shunt a
large capacitance to the small junction10,11 to suppress the charge noise in
this circuit. Also, this large capacitance shunted to the Josephson junction
can be used to reduce the charge noise in the Cooper-pair box12, so as to
implement the circuit in the phase regime. Below we highlight several

d Energy levels of the flux-driven loop
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Figure 1 | Superconducting circuits as artificial atoms. a, A Cooper-pair box
biased by a gate voltage Vg and implemented in the charge regime, EJ=Ec=1.
The SQUID loop provides an effective Josephson coupling energy tuned by the
threading magnetic flux W. See main text for nomenclature. The blue, gold and
grey components denote, respectively, a plate of the gate capacitor, a
superconducting island acting as a ‘box’ of Cooper pairs, and a segment of a
superconducting loop; each red component denotes the thin insulating layer of
a Josephson junction. b, A superconducting loop interrupted by three
Josephson junctions and implemented in the phase regime, EJ=Ec?1. The two
identical Josephson junctions have coupling energy EJ and capacitance C, while
both the Josephson coupling energy and the capacitance of the smaller junction
are reduced by a factor a, where 0.5 , a , 1. The three-junction loop is biased
by a flux W such that f:W=W0<1

2. c, A Josephson junction biased by a current
Iext, which is also implemented in the phase regime and has a much larger ratio
EJ/Ec. d, Energy levels of the flux-driven three-junction loop (blue, red and
black curves in the middle panel). With the lowest two energy levels involved
(blue and red curves in the left panel, which are enlarged from the smaller

rectangle in the middle panel), the flux-driven loop can behave like a coherent
and controllable quantum two-level system (qubit), while the circuit can behave
like a coherent and controllable three-level system (qutrit) when using the
lowest three levels (blue and red curves in the right panel, which are enlarged
from the larger rectangle in the middle panel). Moreover, in the left, top and
right insets of the left (right) panel, the two (three) energy levels are also
displayed in the double potential well for f v 1

2, f ~1
2 and f w1

2, where the
clockwise and anticlockwise arrows (either blue or red) represent the
circulating supercurrent states in the flux-driven three-junction loop. In
a–c, the qubit employs the charge states on a single island, the persistent-
current states in a double potential well, and the anharmonic-oscillator states in
a single potential well, respectively. Also, a flux-driven superconducting loop
with a different number of Josephson junctions, for example, one89 or four
junctions90, can be used for a flux qubit. Furthermore, a flux-driven single-
junction loop can be used as a phase qubit when working with the energy levels
in a tilted potential well91, as in a current-driven junction.

BOX 2

Artificial and natural atoms
In the figure below, we show the potential energy (in blue) and discrete
energy levels (inred) foranatom,aquantumdot (forexample,aparticle
in a box) and a Josephson junction; these are shown in the absence
(E 5 0)andpresence(E ? 0)ofanexternallyappliedelectricfield.Owing
to their confinement, the electrons in the atom and the quantum dot
have discrete energy levels. The Cooper pairs confined in the potential
well of the Josephson coupling energy also have discrete energy levels,
and the junction can be regarded as a superconducting artificial atom.

Atom

E = 0

E ≠ 0

Quantum
dot

Josephson
junction

RESEARCH REVIEW

5 9 0 | N A T U R E | V O L 4 7 4 | 3 0 J U N E 2 0 1 1
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‘anharmonic LC oscillator’
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Real Josephson Junctions
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‣ Fabricated using double angle shadow evaporation and in-situ 
oxidation of aluminium in vacuum chamber
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Clean reproducible JJ fabrication
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Dilution refrigerators and microwaves
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Two-level quantum systems (= ‘qubits’)
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Measuring qubit coherence
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Brief history - the ‘beginning’
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A nanometre-scale superconducting electrode connected to a
reservoir via a Josephson junction constitutes an artiÆcial two-
level electronic system: a single-Cooper-pair box. The two levels
consist of charge states (differing by 2e, where e is the electronic
charge) that are coupled by tunnelling of Cooper pairs through
the junction. Although the two-level system is macroscopic,
containing a large number of electrons, the two charge states
can be coherently superposed1±4. The Cooper-pair box has there-
fore been suggested5±7 as a candidate for a quantum bit or
`qubit'–the basic component of a quantum computer. Here we
report the observation of quantum oscillations in a single-
Cooper-pair box. By applying a short voltage pulse via a gate
electrode, we can control the coherent quantum state evolution:
the pulse modiÆes the energies of the two charge states non-
adiabatically, bringing them into resonance. The resulting state–
a superposition of the two charge states–is detected by a
tunnelling current through a probe junction. Our results demon-
strate electrical coherent control of a qubit in a solid-state
electronic device.

Rapidly improving nanofabrication technologies have made
quantum two-level systems in solid-state devices promising for
functional quantum circuit integration. To coherently control an
individual two-level system as a unit of such circuits, several systems
have been examined, such as electronic8±10 and spin11 states in
quantum dots, nuclear spins of impurity atoms embedded in a
substrate12, and magnetic-Øux states in a superconducting ring13,14.
However, only optical coherent control has been realized
experimentally10.

A single-Cooper-pair box1 (Fig. 1) is a unique artiÆcial solid-state
system in the sense that: (1) although there are a large number of
electrons in the metal `box' electrode, under superconductivity they
all form Cooper pairs and condense into a single macroscopic
ground state, |ni, separated by a superconductivity gap ¢ from the
excited states with quasiparticles. (Here |ni denotes the charge-
number state with the excess number of electrons n the box, n.)
(2) The only low-energy excitations are the transitions between
different |ni states due to Cooper-pair tunnelling through the
Josephson junction, if ¢ is larger than the single-electron charging
energy of the box EC. (3) EC, if larger than the Josephson energy EJ

and the thermal energy kBT, suppresses a large Øuctuation of n.
Hence, we can consider the system an effective two-level system by
taking into account the two lowest-energy states which differ by one
Cooper pair. (4) In addition, the relative energy of the two levels can
be controlled through the gate voltage. For example, as shown in
Fig. 2a, the electrostatic energies, ECÖn2Qt=eÜ

2, of two such charge
states |0i and |2i change as a function of the total gate-induced
charge Qt and cross each other at Qt=e à 1. (The parabolic back-
ground energy is subtracted.) In the presence of Josephson
coupling, and with weak enough dissipation15, these charge states
would be coherently superposed and form two anticrossing eigen-
energy bands (dashed curves in Fig. 2a). The existence of the
coherence has been inferred in energy-domain experiments by
measuring ground-state properties1,2 and by spectroscopy3,4. How-
ever, coherent control and observation of quantum-state evolution

in the time domain has not been achieved. Such time-domain
techniques are necessary to enable applications based on quantum
coherent evolution5±7.

To investigate the coherent evolution, we applied a sharp voltage
pulse to the pulse gate to control energy levels of the charge states
and tomanipulate the quantum state as shown in Fig. 2a and b. If we
select an initial conditionQt à Q0 far to the left from the resonance
point (where Q0 is the d.c.-gate induced charge), the initial state
would, with a large probability (,1), be the ground state which is
almost the pure |0i state. The pulse brings the two charge states into
resonance and lets the wavefunction coherently evolve between |0i
and |2i during the pulse length Dt. The quantum state at the end of
the pulse would be a superposition of the two charge states which
depends on Dt. Here, the rise and fall times of the pulse must be
short compared to the coherent oscillation time h/EJ, otherwise the
state just follows the ground-state energy band adiabatically.

The probe junction was voltage-biased with an appropriate
voltage Vb so that |2i decays to |0i with two sequential quasiparticle
tunnelling events through the probe junction with predictable rates
°qp1 and °qp2 (about (6 ns)-1 and (8 ns)-1 in the present experi-
ment); |0i is stable against the quasiparticle tunnelling4. The role of
the quasiparticle tunnelling is twofold. One is the detection of |2i as
two tunnelling electrons. As this `detector' is always connected to
the two-level system even during the pulse, a large probe junction
resistance Rb is necessary for small °qp1 (~ R

-1
b ) to avoid excessively

disturbing the coherence. The other role is the preparation of the
initial state for the next pulse operation by relaxation to the ground
state. With an array of pulses with a repetition time Tr longer than
the relaxation time, we can repeat the pulse operation many times
and measure the direct current through the probe junction which
would reØect the population in |2i after each pulse operation.

In the experiment, the actual pulse height at the pulse gate was
not measurable, so we swept the range of d.c.-induced charge Q0,
with a Æxed pulse height and the repetition time Tr. Figure 2c shows
the current through the probe junction versus Q0. Without a pulse
array (dashed line), a broad current peak appeared at Q0=e à 1
where charge states |0i and |2i are degenerate. This current is the
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Figure 1 Single-Cooper-pair box with a probe junction. a, Micrograph of the

sample. The electrodes were fabricated by electron-beam lithography and

shadow evaporation of Al on a SiNx insulating layer (400-nm thick) above a gold

ground plane (100-nm thick) on the oxidized Si substrate. The `box' electrode is a

7003 503 15 nm Al strip containing ,108 conduction electrons. The reservoir

electrode was evaporated after a slight oxidation of the surface of the box so that

the overlapping area becomes two parallel low-resistive tunnel junctions (,10 kQ
in total) with Josephson energy EJ which can be tuned through magnetic Øux f

penetrating through the loop. Before the evaporation of the probe electrode we

further oxidized the box to create a highly resistive probe junction (Rb < 30MQ).

Two gate electrodes (d.c. and pulse) are capacitively coupled to the box elec-

trode. The sample was placed in a shielded copper case at the base temperature

(T < 30mK; kBT < 3meV) of a dilution refrigerator. The single-electron charging

energy of the box electrode EC [ e2=2CS was 1176 3meV, where CS is the total

capacitance of the box electrode. The superconducting gap energy ¢ was

2306 10meV. b, Circuit diagram of the device. The Cs represent the capacitance

of each element and the Vs are the voltage applied to each electrode.
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level electronic system: a single-Cooper-pair box. The two levels
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report the observation of quantum oscillations in a single-
Cooper-pair box. By applying a short voltage pulse via a gate
electrode, we can control the coherent quantum state evolution:
the pulse modiÆes the energies of the two charge states non-
adiabatically, bringing them into resonance. The resulting state–
a superposition of the two charge states–is detected by a
tunnelling current through a probe junction. Our results demon-
strate electrical coherent control of a qubit in a solid-state
electronic device.

Rapidly improving nanofabrication technologies have made
quantum two-level systems in solid-state devices promising for
functional quantum circuit integration. To coherently control an
individual two-level system as a unit of such circuits, several systems
have been examined, such as electronic8±10 and spin11 states in
quantum dots, nuclear spins of impurity atoms embedded in a
substrate12, and magnetic-Øux states in a superconducting ring13,14.
However, only optical coherent control has been realized
experimentally10.
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system in the sense that: (1) although there are a large number of
electrons in the metal `box' electrode, under superconductivity they
all form Cooper pairs and condense into a single macroscopic
ground state, |ni, separated by a superconductivity gap ¢ from the
excited states with quasiparticles. (Here |ni denotes the charge-
number state with the excess number of electrons n the box, n.)
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different |ni states due to Cooper-pair tunnelling through the
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and the thermal energy kBT, suppresses a large Øuctuation of n.
Hence, we can consider the system an effective two-level system by
taking into account the two lowest-energy states which differ by one
Cooper pair. (4) In addition, the relative energy of the two levels can
be controlled through the gate voltage. For example, as shown in
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2, of two such charge
states |0i and |2i change as a function of the total gate-induced
charge Qt and cross each other at Qt=e à 1. (The parabolic back-
ground energy is subtracted.) In the presence of Josephson
coupling, and with weak enough dissipation15, these charge states
would be coherently superposed and form two anticrossing eigen-
energy bands (dashed curves in Fig. 2a). The existence of the
coherence has been inferred in energy-domain experiments by
measuring ground-state properties1,2 and by spectroscopy3,4. How-
ever, coherent control and observation of quantum-state evolution

in the time domain has not been achieved. Such time-domain
techniques are necessary to enable applications based on quantum
coherent evolution5±7.

To investigate the coherent evolution, we applied a sharp voltage
pulse to the pulse gate to control energy levels of the charge states
and tomanipulate the quantum state as shown in Fig. 2a and b. If we
select an initial conditionQt à Q0 far to the left from the resonance
point (where Q0 is the d.c.-gate induced charge), the initial state
would, with a large probability (,1), be the ground state which is
almost the pure |0i state. The pulse brings the two charge states into
resonance and lets the wavefunction coherently evolve between |0i
and |2i during the pulse length Dt. The quantum state at the end of
the pulse would be a superposition of the two charge states which
depends on Dt. Here, the rise and fall times of the pulse must be
short compared to the coherent oscillation time h/EJ, otherwise the
state just follows the ground-state energy band adiabatically.

The probe junction was voltage-biased with an appropriate
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initial state for the next pulse operation by relaxation to the ground
state. With an array of pulses with a repetition time Tr longer than
the relaxation time, we can repeat the pulse operation many times
and measure the direct current through the probe junction which
would reØect the population in |2i after each pulse operation.

In the experiment, the actual pulse height at the pulse gate was
not measurable, so we swept the range of d.c.-induced charge Q0,
with a Æxed pulse height and the repetition time Tr. Figure 2c shows
the current through the probe junction versus Q0. Without a pulse
array (dashed line), a broad current peak appeared at Q0=e à 1
where charge states |0i and |2i are degenerate. This current is the
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(T < 30mK; kBT < 3meV) of a dilution refrigerator. The single-electron charging

energy of the box electrode EC [ e2=2CS was 1176 3meV, where CS is the total

capacitance of the box electrode. The superconducting gap energy ¢ was

2306 10meV. b, Circuit diagram of the device. The Cs represent the capacitance

of each element and the Vs are the voltage applied to each electrode.

© 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd

Figure 4 shows the pulse-induced current at Q0=e à 0:51 as a
function of Dt, showing that the coherent oscillation can be
observed in the time domain and that we can control the quantum
state through an arbitrary pulse length Dt. The oscillation ampli-
tude was smaller than that simply expected from 2e per pulse,
2e=Tr à 20 pA. The Ænite rise and fall times of the pulse might
explain this deviation. We recall that in the limit of long rise and fall
times (the adiabatic limit), there would be no transition probability
to |2i. For the realistic rise and fall times of the pulse we assumed in
the simulation above, for example, the amplitude of the oscillations
in hDP(2)i at Q0=e à 0:51 is reduced to ,0.4, by which the current
signal would be decreased. Moreover, the Ænite repetition time (not
much longer than ° 2 1

qp1 á ° 2 1
qp2 ) could also reduce the signal due to

the incomplete relaxation of |2i to |0i after each pulse.
To further conÆrm that the observed oscillation was coherent

oscillation due to Josephson coupling, we estimated the Josephson
energy EJ from the oscillation period Tcoh as EJ à h=Tcoh and
investigated its magnetic-Æeld dependence (Ælled circles in Fig. 4
inset). We also measured EJ in the frequency domain through
microwave spectroscopy of the energy-level splitting4 (open squares
in Fig. 4 inset). The two sets of data agreed very well, and Ætted the
expected cosine curve.
For future application as quantum computing devices5±7, a

crucial parameter is the decoherence time. The main decoherence
source in a single-Cooper-pair box is thought to be spontaneous
photon emission to the electromagnetic environment1,5±7, and the
decoherence time could exceed 1ms. But when a probe junction is
used, as in our set-up, the `detection' with quasiparticle tunnelling
through the probe junction would be the main source of decoherence.
So far, we have observed oscillation up to Dt < 2 ns, although low-
frequency background-charge Øuctuation degraded the direct
current signal and made it difÆcult to determine the envelope of
the decay. A more detailed study of the decoherence time would
provide important information for designing solid-state quantum
circuits using superconducting single-Cooper-pair boxes. M
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Figure 4 Pulse-induced current as a function of the pulse length Dt. The data

correspond to the cross-section of Fig. 3a atQ0=e à 0:51. Inset, Josephson energy

EJ versus the magnetic Øux f penetrating through the loop. EJ was estimated by

two independent methods. One was from the period of the coherent oscillation

Tcoh as h/Tcoh. The other was from the gap energy observed in microwave

spectroscopy
4
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assuming cosine f-dependence of EJ.

Theexistenceof supercooled
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Supercooled water may offer clues to the anomalous properties of
its normal liquid state1. The supercooled state also shows anom-
alous thermodynamic and transport properties at low tempera-
tures2±4. Although there are several theoretical explanations for
this behaviour, no consensus has emerged1,2,5±12. Some theories
preclude the existence of the supercooled liquid below an appar-
ent thermodynamic singularity at 228K (refs 2, 7, 9); others are
consistent with a continuous region of metastability from the
melting point at 273K to the glass transition temperature at 136K
(refs 6, 8, 13). But the data needed to distinguish between these
possibilities have not yet been forthcoming. Here we determine
the diffusivity of amorphous ice by studying isotope intermixing
in Ælms less than 500 nanometres thick. The magnitude and
temperature dependence of the diffusivity is consistent with the
idea that the amorphous solid water melts into a deeply meta-
stable extension of normal liquid water before crystallizing at
160K. This argues against the idea of a singularity in the super-
cooled regime at ambient pressure.
Water vapour deposited on low-temperature substrates (,140K)

is known to form an amorphous phase, termed amorphous solid
water (ASW), that is metastable with respect to crystalline ice3,4,14.
There is still a debate about whether this amorphous form of water
transforms to a metastable liquid above the glass transition tem-
perature at 136K and before crystallization near 160K (refs 15±17).
Furthermore, if the amorphous solid does melt into a liquid, a
question remains as to whether this liquid is a metastable extension
of supercooled liquid water or a distinct thermodynamic phase15±17.
We have recently measured the difference in the vapour pressure

T2

Y Nakamura et al., Nature (1999)

T1
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to !150 GPa, consistent with the modulus
values of large SWNT bundles (22). Al-
though an individual SWNT has an elastic
modulus of !1 TPa, the value can decrease to
!100 GPa for nanotube bundles, owing to
the internanotube defects (for example, im-
perfect lattice of nanotube bundles owing to
different nanotube diameters) present along
the bundles.

The long nanotube strands created by our
direct synthesis technique are an alternative
to the fibers and filaments spun from nano-
tube slurries (4). The mechanical and electri-
cal properties of these strands are superior to
the latter fibers: The strands can be produced
in high yield and continuously, and the thick-
ness of the strands and their length may be
further optimized by tuning the processing
conditions to produce practically useful nano-
tube-based macroscale cables.
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Manipulating the Quantum
State of an Electrical Circuit

D. Vion,* A. Aassime, A. Cottet, P. Joyez, H. Pothier,
C. Urbina,†D. Esteve, M. H. Devoret‡

We have designed and operated a superconducting tunnel junction circuit that
behaves as a two-level atom: the “quantronium.” An arbitrary evolution of its
quantum state can be programmed with a series of microwave pulses, and a
projective measurement of the state can be performed by a pulsed readout
subcircuit. The measured quality factor of quantum coherence Q( ! 25,000 is
sufficiently high that a solid-state quantum processor based on this type of
circuit can be envisioned.

Can we build machines that actively exploit
the fundamental properties of quantum me-
chanics, such as the superposition principle
or the existence of entangled states? Applica-
tions such as the transistor or the laser, often
quoted as developments based on quantum
mechanics, do not actually answer this ques-
tion. Quantum mechanics enters into these
devices only at the level of material proper-
ties, but their state variables such as voltages
and currents remain classical. Proposals for
true quantum machines emerged in the last
decades of the 20th century and are now
being actively explored: quantum computers
(1), quantum cryptography communication
systems (2), and detectors operating below
the standard quantum limit (3). The major
difficulty facing the engineer of a quantum
machine is decoherence (4). If a degree of
freedom needs to be manipulated externally,
as in the writing of information, its quantum
coherence usually becomes very fragile. Al-
though schemes that actively fight decoher-
ence have recently been proposed (5, 6), they
need very coherent quantum systems to start
with. The quality of coherence for a two-level
system can be quantitatively described by the
quality factor of quantum coherence Q( "
$)01T(, where )01 is its transition frequency
and T( is the coherence time of a superposi-
tion of the states. It is generally accepted that
for active decoherence compensation mecha-
nisms, Q(’s larger than 104 )01 top are nec-

essary, top being the duration of an elemen-
tary operation (7).

Among all the practical realizations of
quantum machines, those involving integrat-
ed electrical circuits are particularly attrac-
tive. However, unlike the electric dipoles of
isolated atoms or ions, the state variables of a
circuit, like voltages and currents, usually
undergo rapid quantum decoherence because
they are strongly coupled to an environment
with a large number of uncontrolled degrees
of freedom (8). Nevertheless, superconduct-
ing tunnel junction circuits (9–13) have dis-
played Q(’s up to several hundred (14), and
temporal coherent evolution of the quantum
state has been observed on the nanosecond
time scale (10, 15) in the case of the single
Cooper pair box (16). We report here a new
circuit built around the Cooper pair box with
Q( in excess of 104, whose main feature is
the separation of the write and readout ports
(17, 18). This circuit, which behaves as a
tunable artificial atom, has been nicknamed a
“quantronium.”

The basic Cooper pair box consists of a
low-capacitance superconducting electrode,
the “island,” connected to a superconducting
reservoir by a Josephson tunnel junction with
capacitance Cj and Josephson energy EJ. The
junction is biased by a voltage source U in
series with a gate capacitance Cg. In addition
to EJ, the box has a second energy scale, the
Cooper pair Coulomb energy ECP " (2e)2/
2(Cg % Cj) . When the temperature T and the
superconducting gap * satisfy kBT '' */lnN
and ECP '' *, where N is the total number of
paired electrons in the island, the number of
excess electrons is even (19, 20). The Ham-
iltonian of the box is then

Ĥ ! ECP+N̂ " Ng,
2 " EJ cos-̂ (1)

where Ng " CgU/2e is the dimensionless gate
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charge and !̂ the phase of the superconduct-
ing order parameter in the island, conjugate to
the number N̂ of excess Cooper pairs in it
(16).

In our experiment, EJ ! ECP and neither N̂
nor !̂ is a good quantum number. The box
thus has discrete quantum states that are
quantum superpositions of several charge
states with different N. Because the system is
sufficiently nonharmonic, the ground "0# and
first excited "1# energy eigenstates form a
two-level system. This system corresponds to
an effective spin one-half s!, whose Zeeman
energy h$01 goes to a minimal value close to
EJ when Ng % 1/2. At this particular bias
point, both states "0# (sz % &1/2) and "1 # (sz

% ' 1/2) have the same average charge (N̂# %
1/2, and consequently the system is immune
to first-order fluctuations of the gate charge.
Manipulation of the quantum state is per-
formed by applying microwave pulses u (t)
with frequency $ ! $01 to the gate, and any
superposition ")# % * "0# & + "1# can be
prepared.

A novel type of readout has been imple-
mented in this work. The single junction of
the basic Cooper pair box has been split into
two nominally identical junctions in order to
form a superconducting loop (Fig. 1). The
Josephson energy EJ in Eq. 1 becomes EJ

cos(,̂/2) (21), where ,̂ is an additional degree
of freedom: the superconducting phase differ-
ence across the series combination of the two
junctions (22). The two states are discrimi-
nated not through the charge (N̂# on the island
(10, 23), but through the supercurrent in the
loop (Î# % (2e/-) (.H/.,#. This is achieved by
entangling s! with the phase /̂ of a large
Josephson junction with Josephson energy
EJ0 0 20 EJ inserted in the loop (17, 24). The
phases are related by ,̂ % /̂ & 1, where 1 %
2e2/-, 2 being the external flux imposed
through the loop. The junction is shunted by
a capacitor C to reduce phase fluctuations. A
trapezoidal readout pulse Ib(t), with a peak
value slightly below the critical current I0 %
2eEJ0/-, is applied to the parallel combina-
tion of the large junction and the small junc-
tions (Fig. 1C). When starting from (,̂# 0 0,
the phases (/̂# and (,̂# grow during the current
pulse, and consequently an s!-dependent su-
percurrent develops in the loop. This current
adds to the bias current in the large junction,
and by precisely adjusting the amplitude and
duration of the Ib(t) pulse, the large junction
switches during the pulse to a finite voltage
state with a large probability p1 for state "1#
and with a small probability p0 for state "0#
(17). This readout scheme is similar to the
spin readout of Ag atoms in a Stern and
Gerlach apparatus, in which the spin is en-
tangled with the atom position. For the pa-
rameters of the experiment, the efficiency of
this projective measurement should be 3 %
p1 ' p0 % 0.95 for optimum readout condi-

tions. The readout is also designed so as to
minimize the "1#3 "0# relaxation rate using a
Wheatstone bridge–like symmetry. Large ra-
tios EJ0/EJ and C/Cj provide further protec-
tion from the environment. Just as the system
is immune to charge noise at Ng % 1/2, it is
immune to flux and bias current noise at 1 %
0 and Ib % 0, where Î % 0. The preparation of
the quantum state and its manipulation are
therefore performed at this optimal working
point.

A quantronium sample is shown in Fig.
1B. It was fabricated with standard e-beam
lithography and aluminum evaporation. The
sample was cooled down to 15 mK in a
dilution refrigerator. The switching of the
large junction (25) to the finite voltage state
is detected by measuring the voltage across it
with a room-temperature preamplifier, fol-
lowed by a discriminator. By repeating the
experiment, the switching probability, and
hence the occupation probabilities of the "0#
and "1# states, can be determined.

The readout part of the circuit was tested

by measuring the switching probability p at
thermal equilibrium as a function of the pulse
height Ip, for a readout pulse duration of 4R %
100 ns. The discrimination between the esti-
mated currents for the "0# and "1# states was
found to have an efficiency of 3 % 0.6, which
is lower than the expected 3 % 0.95. Mea-
surements of the switching probability as a
function of temperature and repetition rate
indicate that the discrepancy between the the-
oretical and experimental readout efficiency
could be due to an incomplete thermalization
of our last filtering stage in the bias current
line.

Spectroscopic measurements of $01were
performed by applying to the gate a weak
continuous microwave irradiation suppressed
just before the readout pulse. The variations
of the switching probability as a function of
the irradiation frequency display a resonance
whose center frequency evolves with dc gate
voltage and flux as the Hamiltonian predicts,
reaching $01 ! 16.5 GHz at the optimal
working point (Fig. 2). The small discrepancy

Fig. 1. (A) Idealized circuit diagram of the quantronium, a quantum-coherent circuit with its tuning,
preparation, and readout blocks. The circuit consists of a Cooper pair box island (black node)
delimited by two small Josephson junctions (crossed boxes) in a superconducting loop. The loop
also includes a third, much larger Josephson junction shunted by a capacitance C. The Josephson
energies of the box and the large junction are EJ and EJ0. The Cooper pair number N and the phases
, and / are the degrees of freedom of the circuit. A dc voltage U applied to the gate capacitance
Cg and a dc current I1 applied to a coil producing a flux 2 in the circuit loop tune the quantum
energy levels. Microwave pulses u(t ) applied to the gate prepare arbitrary quantum states of the
circuit. The states are read out by applying a current pulse Ib(t ) to the large junction and by
monitoring the voltage V(t ) across it. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a sample. (C) Signals
involved in quantum state manipulation and measurement. Top: Microwave voltage pulses u(t ) are
applied to the gate for state manipulation. Middle: A readout current pulse Ib(t ) with amplitude Ip
is applied to the large junction td after the last microwave pulse. Bottom: Voltage V(t) across the
junction. The occurrence of a pulse depends on the occupation probabilities of the energy
eigenstates. A discriminator with threshold Vth converts V(t) into a boolean output for statistical
analysis.
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10 ns

D Vion et al., Science (2002)

100 ns

1 µs

20
02

between theoretical and experimental values
of the transition frequency at nonzero mag-
netic flux is attributed to flux penetration in
the small junctions not taken into account in
the model. These spectroscopic data have
been used to precisely determine the relevant
circuit parameters, EJ ! 0.865 kBK and EJ/
ECP ! 1.27. At the optimal working point,
the linewidth was found to be minimal, with
a 0.8-MHz full width at half-maximum
(FWHM). When varying the delay between
the end of the irradiation and the readout
pulse, the resonance peak height decays with
a time constant T1 ! 1.8 "s. Supposing that
the energy relaxation of the system is only
due to the bias circuitry, a calculation similar
to that in (26) predicts that T1 # 10 "s for a
crude discrete element model. This result
shows that no detrimental sources of dissipa-
tion have been seriously overlooked in our
circuit design.

Controlled rotations of s! around an axis x
perpendicular to the quantization axis z have
been performed. Before readout, a single
pulse at the transition frequency with variable
amplitude U"w and duration $ was applied.
The resulting change in switching probability
is an oscillatory function of the product U"w$
(Fig. 3A), which is in agreement with the
theory of Rabi oscillations (27), proving that
the resonance indeed arises from a two-level
system. The proportionality ratio between the
Rabi period and U"w$ was used to calibrate
microwave pulses for the application of con-
trolled rotations of s!.

Rabi oscillations correspond to a driven
coherent evolution but do not give direct
access to the intrinsic coherence time T% dur-
ing a free evolution of s!. This T% was ob-
tained by performing a Ramsey fringe exper-
iment (28), on which atomic clocks are based.
One applies to the gate two phase-coherent
microwave pulses, each corresponding to a
&/2 rotation around x (29) and separated by a
delay 't, during which the spin precesses
freely around z. For a given detuning of the
microwave frequency, the observed decaying
oscillations of the switching probability as a
function of 't (Fig. 3B) correspond to the
“beating” of the spin precession with the
external microwave field (30). The oscilla-
tion period agrees exactly with the inverse of
the detuning, allowing a measurement of the
transition frequency with a relative accuracy
of 6 ( 10)6. The envelope of the oscillations
yields the decoherence time T% ! 0.50 "s.
Given the transition period 1/*01 ! 60 ps,
this means that s! can perform on average
8000 coherent free precession turns.

In all the time domain experiments on the
quantronium, the oscillation period of the
switching probability agrees closely with the-
ory, which proves controlled manipulation of
s!. However, the amplitude of the oscillations
is smaller than expected by a factor of 3 to 4.

Fig. 2. (A) Calculated
transition frequency *01
as a function of + and Ng
for EJ ! 0.865 kBK and
EJ/ECP ! 1.27. The saddle
point at the intersection
of the blue and red lines is
an ideal working point
where the transition fre-
quency is independent, to
first order, of the bias pa-
rameters. (B) Measured
center transition frequen-
cy (symbols) as a function
of reduced gate charge Ng

for reduced flux + ! 0
[right panel, blue line in
(A)] and as a function of +
for Ng ! 0.5 [left panel,
red line in (A)], at 15 mK.
Spectroscopy is per-
formed by measuring the
switching probability p
(105 events) when a con-
tinuous microwave irradi-
ation of variable frequen-
cy is applied to the gate
before readout (td , 100
ns). Continuous line: The-
oretical best fit leading to
EJ and EJ/ECP values indi-
cated above. Inset: Line-
shape measured at the
optimal working point
+ ! 0 and Ng ! 0.5
(dots). Lorentzian fit with
a FWHM '*01 ! 0.8 MHz
and a center frequency *01 ! 16463.5 MHz (solid line).

Fig. 3. (A) Left: Rabi oscil-
lations of the switching
probability p (5 ( 104

events) measured just af-
ter a resonant microwave
pulse of duration $. Data
were taken at 15 mK for a
nominal pulse amplitude
U"w ! 22 "V ( joined
dots). The Rabi frequency
is extracted from an ex-
ponentially damped sinu-
soidal fit (continuous
line). Right: Measured
Rabi frequency (dots) var-
ies linearly with U"w, as
expected. (B) Ramsey
fringes of the switching
probability p (5 ( 104

events) after two phase-
coherent microwave puls-
es separated by 't .
Joined dots: Data at 15
mK; the total acquisition
time was 5 mn. Continu-
ous line: Fit by exponen-
tially damped sinusoid
with time constant T+ !
0.50 "s. The oscillation
corresponds to the beat-
ing of the free evolution
of the spin with the exter-
nal microwave field. Its
period indeed coincides
with the inverse of the detuning frequency (here * ) *01 ! 20.6 MHz).
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microwave resonant cavity that can act as an entanglement
bus and readout circuit. Neglecting the interactions with its
environment, the transmon is described by the simple

Hamiltonian [9,11] Ĥ ¼ 4ECð̂n# n0Þ2 # EJ cos!̂ where

n̂ and !̂ are the normalized operators for the pair charge

and phase (obeying ½̂!; n̂& ¼ i), EJ ¼ @Ic=2e and EC ¼
e2=2C! are the Josephson and Coulomb energies, e is the
electron’s charge, Ic is the junction critical current, C! is
the total capacitance between the electrodes, and n0 is the
offset charge.

The experiments are performed using a circuit QED
architecture [12,13], a circuit implementation of a cavity
QED [14], to isolate, couple, and measure the qubit. A
novel aspect is the use of a three-dimensional waveguide
cavity machined from superconducting aluminum (alloy
6061 T6), as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). This type of
cavity offers several advantages over the planar
transmission-line cavities used in previous circuit QED
experiments. First, the cavity has a larger mode volume
(approximately 3 cm3 or one tenth of a cubic wavelength,
compared to the 10#6 cubic wavelengths for a conventional
transmission-line resonator), and is much less sensitive to
the surface dielectric losses that are suspected as the limit-
ing source of dissipation in transmission-line resonators to

date [15,16]. Indeed, we have observed reproducible qual-
ity factors of these cavities [17] of 2' 106 to 5' 106,
corresponding to photon storage times in excess of 50 "s
(not shown) in the quantum regime (kBT ( @!c and
hni< 1, where !c is the cavity frequency), without the
power dependence [15,16] indicative of the presence of
two-level systems. Second, the geometry presents the qubit
with a well-controlled electromagnetic environment, limit-
ing the possibility of relaxation through spontaneous emis-
sion into the multiple modes that may be possible with a
complicated chip and its associated wiring [18]. The qubit
is placed in the center of the cavity, maximizing the
coupling to the lowest frequency TE101 mode at!c=2#)
8 GHz, which is used for readout and control. This location
also nulls the coupling to the second mode (TE102 at
approximately 10 GHz).
Despite the larger mode volume of the three-

dimensional cavity, we are able to achieve the strong-
coupling limit of cavity QED in this system, with vacuum
Rabi frequencies, g=2#, greater than 100 MHz. As seen in
Fig. 1(b), the electrodes of the qubit are significantly larger
[) 0:5 mm] than in a conventional transmon qubit, so that
the increased dipole moment of the qubit compensates for
the reduced electric field that a single photon creates in the
cavity. We note that due to the large dipole moment, the
expected lifetime from spontaneous emission in free space
would be only)100 ns, so that a high-Q cavity is required
to maintain the qubit lifetime. The electrodes also form the
shunting capacitance (C! ) 70 fF) of the transmon, giving
it the same anharmonicity and the same insensitivity to 1=f
charge noise as in the conventional design. An advantage
of this qubit design is that the large electrode size reduces
the sensitivity of the qubit to surface dielectric losses,
which may be responsible for the improved relaxation
times. In this experiment, the qubits cannot be tuned into
resonance with the cavity, so the vacuum Rabi coupling is
not observed directly. The system is rather operated in the
dispersive limit (j$j * j!c #!01j + g) [13]. Here the
qubit induces a state-dependent shift on the cavity, which
is the basis of the readout mechanism. The dispersive shifts
are typically several tens of MHz (see Table I), and can
approach 1000 times the linewidths of qubit and cavity, so
that all devices are well within the strong dispersive limit
[19]. The transmission through the cavity as a function of
microwave power, which demonstrates the ground-state
shift of the cavity and the reemergence of the bare cavity
frequency at sufficiently high powers (see Refs. [20,21]) is
shown in Fig. 1(c). Single-shot readout of the qubit (with
fidelities greater than 70%) is performed using the tech-
nique previously described [20].
The dramatically improved coherence properties of

these qubits are confirmed via the standard time-domain
measurements of the relaxation time (T1) and Ramsey
experiments (T2) (see Fig. 2 and Table I). We employ the
same techniques used in the previous conventional

FIG. 1 (color online). Qubit coupled to a 3D cavity.
(a) Schematic of a transmon qubit inside a 3D cavity. The qubit
is coupled to the cavity through a broadband dipole antenna that
is used to receive and emit photons. (b) Photograph of a half of
the 3D aluminum waveguide cavity. An aluminum transmon
qubit with the dipole antenna is fabricated on a c-plane sapphire
substrate and is mounted at the center of the cavity. (Inset)
Optical microscope image of a single-junction transmon qubit.
The dipole antenna is 1 mm long. (c) Transmission of a 3D
cavity (cavity D) coupled to a transmon (J1) measured as a
function of power and frequency. The cavity response above
#80 dBm occurs at the bare cavity frequency fc ¼ 8:003 GHz.
At lower powers, the cavity frequency shifts by g2=$.
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transmon experiment (see Refs. [8,18,22]) performed in a
cryogen-free dilution refrigerator at 10 mK. The qubits
have an anharmonicity !=2" ¼ f12 " f01 #"200 MHz
to"300 MHz which allows fast single-qubit operations in
#10 ns. There are several surprising features in the time-
domain data. First, while T2’s are typically in the range of
15– 20 #s, they do not yet attain the limit twice T1 which is
reproducibly in the range 25– 50 #s corresponding to
Q 1 ¼ 1– 2$ 106. This indicates that there is still signifi-
cant dephasing. At the same time, both the Ramsey decay
envelope and the echo coherence (which has an artificial
phase rotation as a function of the delay added) can be fit
well by an exponential decay, indicating that contrary to
the previous predictions [23,24], 1=f noise is not dominant
[22] in our experiment. This is consistent with the expec-
tation that these simple qubits should avoid dephasing due
to both 1=f flux noise (since there are no superconducting
loops) and charge noise (since the total charge variation of
the transition frequency [9] for these transmon parameters
is less than 1 kHz). The observed phase coherence factor,
Q 2 # 700 000, is an order of magnitude larger than pre-
vious superconducting devices [10,25]. Since the transition
frequency of the transmon qubit (!01 #

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8EJEC

p Þis set by
a combination of the Josephson and charging energies, this
allows us to place stringent limits on the amount of critical
current noise in Josephson junctions, or dielectric fluctua-
tions in the shunt capacitance. We find that any critical
current noise must have a total variance of less than about
1 ppm ($I=Ic < 10"6). In fact, the observed Ramsey
and echo decays are more consistent with frequency-
independent noise in the qubit transition frequency (or
critical current) of about

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S!=!01

p # 10 ppb=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
orffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

SI=Ic
p # 20 ppb=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. The improvement by approxi-

mately a factor of 2 with echo indicates either a character-
istic correlation time in this noise of about 10 #s, or an
additional low-frequency noise (but not 1=f in character)
component with a variance of about 1 ppm.

The high stability of the qubit transition frequency is
exhibited in Fig. 2(c), which shows the deviations observed

TABLE I. Parameters of four transmon qubits (labeled as J’s for single-junction qubits and S’s for SQUID) measured in four
different 3D cavities (labeled as A, B, C and D respectively). The data of J1a and Sa are data on qubits J1 and S following cycling to
room temperature. Here, f01 ¼ !01=2" is the dressed qubit transition frequency between ground-state j0i and the first excited state
j1i, g=2" is the coupling strength, g2=2"$ is the cavity frequency shift from the bare cavity frequency due to the qubit, fc ¼ !c=2" is
the bare cavity frequency, Q c is the quality factor of the shifted cavity resonance at single-photon power, T1 is the relaxation time from
j1i to j0i, T2 is the coherence time measured by Ramsey experiment, and Techo is the coherence time measured by a spin-echo
experiment.

Qubit (cavity) f01 (GHz) EJ (GHz) EC (GHz) g=2" (MHz) g2=2"$ (MHz) fc (GHz) Q c (x103) T1 (#s) T2 (#s) Techo (#s)

J1 (D) 6.808 21.1 0.301 138 15.9 8.0035 340 60 18 25

J1a (D) 6.769 21.0 0.301 140 15.8 8.003 75 340 50 20 24

J2 (C) 7.772 28.6 0.292 152 99.8 8.0020 360 25 15 21

J3 (B) 7.058 22.5 0.304 141 21.5 7.9835 320 42 12 12

S (D) 7.625 34.4 0.227 136 48.2 8.061 69 340 35 7.3 11

Sa (A) 7.43 32.5 0.228 123 24.1 8.061 69 100 20 6 8

FIG. 2 (color online). Time-domain measurement of the qubit
coherence (a) Relaxation from j1i of qubit J1. T1 is 60 #s for
this measurement. (Inset) The pulse sequences used to measure
relaxation (upper) and Ramsey experiments with and without
echo (lower). The pulse shown in dashed line is an echo signal
applied at one half of the delay between two "=2 pulses.
(b) Ramsey fringes measured on resonance with (blue squares
online or upper curve) and without (red squares online or lower
curve) echo sequence. The pulse width for the " and "=2 pulses
used in the experiments is 20 ns. An additional phase is added to
the rotation axis of the second "=2 pulse for each delay to give
the oscillatory feature to the Ramsey fringes. (c) Qubit frequency
f01 measured over 23 h by repeated Ramsey measurements.
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microwave resonant cavity that can act as an entanglement
bus and readout circuit. Neglecting the interactions with its
environment, the transmon is described by the simple

Hamiltonian [9,11] Ĥ ¼ 4ECð̂n# n0Þ2 # EJ cos!̂ where

n̂ and !̂ are the normalized operators for the pair charge

and phase (obeying ½̂!; n̂& ¼ i), EJ ¼ @Ic=2e and EC ¼
e2=2C! are the Josephson and Coulomb energies, e is the
electron’s charge, Ic is the junction critical current, C! is
the total capacitance between the electrodes, and n0 is the
offset charge.

The experiments are performed using a circuit QED
architecture [12,13], a circuit implementation of a cavity
QED [14], to isolate, couple, and measure the qubit. A
novel aspect is the use of a three-dimensional waveguide
cavity machined from superconducting aluminum (alloy
6061 T6), as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). This type of
cavity offers several advantages over the planar
transmission-line cavities used in previous circuit QED
experiments. First, the cavity has a larger mode volume
(approximately 3 cm3 or one tenth of a cubic wavelength,
compared to the 10#6 cubic wavelengths for a conventional
transmission-line resonator), and is much less sensitive to
the surface dielectric losses that are suspected as the limit-
ing source of dissipation in transmission-line resonators to

date [15,16]. Indeed, we have observed reproducible qual-
ity factors of these cavities [17] of 2' 106 to 5' 106,
corresponding to photon storage times in excess of 50 "s
(not shown) in the quantum regime (kBT ( @!c and
hni< 1, where !c is the cavity frequency), without the
power dependence [15,16] indicative of the presence of
two-level systems. Second, the geometry presents the qubit
with a well-controlled electromagnetic environment, limit-
ing the possibility of relaxation through spontaneous emis-
sion into the multiple modes that may be possible with a
complicated chip and its associated wiring [18]. The qubit
is placed in the center of the cavity, maximizing the
coupling to the lowest frequency TE101 mode at!c=2#)
8 GHz, which is used for readout and control. This location
also nulls the coupling to the second mode (TE102 at
approximately 10 GHz).
Despite the larger mode volume of the three-

dimensional cavity, we are able to achieve the strong-
coupling limit of cavity QED in this system, with vacuum
Rabi frequencies, g=2#, greater than 100 MHz. As seen in
Fig. 1(b), the electrodes of the qubit are significantly larger
[) 0:5 mm] than in a conventional transmon qubit, so that
the increased dipole moment of the qubit compensates for
the reduced electric field that a single photon creates in the
cavity. We note that due to the large dipole moment, the
expected lifetime from spontaneous emission in free space
would be only)100 ns, so that a high-Q cavity is required
to maintain the qubit lifetime. The electrodes also form the
shunting capacitance (C! ) 70 fF) of the transmon, giving
it the same anharmonicity and the same insensitivity to 1=f
charge noise as in the conventional design. An advantage
of this qubit design is that the large electrode size reduces
the sensitivity of the qubit to surface dielectric losses,
which may be responsible for the improved relaxation
times. In this experiment, the qubits cannot be tuned into
resonance with the cavity, so the vacuum Rabi coupling is
not observed directly. The system is rather operated in the
dispersive limit (j$j * j!c #!01j + g) [13]. Here the
qubit induces a state-dependent shift on the cavity, which
is the basis of the readout mechanism. The dispersive shifts
are typically several tens of MHz (see Table I), and can
approach 1000 times the linewidths of qubit and cavity, so
that all devices are well within the strong dispersive limit
[19]. The transmission through the cavity as a function of
microwave power, which demonstrates the ground-state
shift of the cavity and the reemergence of the bare cavity
frequency at sufficiently high powers (see Refs. [20,21]) is
shown in Fig. 1(c). Single-shot readout of the qubit (with
fidelities greater than 70%) is performed using the tech-
nique previously described [20].
The dramatically improved coherence properties of

these qubits are confirmed via the standard time-domain
measurements of the relaxation time (T1) and Ramsey
experiments (T2) (see Fig. 2 and Table I). We employ the
same techniques used in the previous conventional

FIG. 1 (color online). Qubit coupled to a 3D cavity.
(a) Schematic of a transmon qubit inside a 3D cavity. The qubit
is coupled to the cavity through a broadband dipole antenna that
is used to receive and emit photons. (b) Photograph of a half of
the 3D aluminum waveguide cavity. An aluminum transmon
qubit with the dipole antenna is fabricated on a c-plane sapphire
substrate and is mounted at the center of the cavity. (Inset)
Optical microscope image of a single-junction transmon qubit.
The dipole antenna is 1 mm long. (c) Transmission of a 3D
cavity (cavity D) coupled to a transmon (J1) measured as a
function of power and frequency. The cavity response above
#80 dBm occurs at the bare cavity frequency fc ¼ 8:003 GHz.
At lower powers, the cavity frequency shifts by g2=$.
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transmon experiment (see Refs. [8,18,22]) performed in a
cryogen-free dilution refrigerator at 10 mK. The qubits
have an anharmonicity !=2" ¼ f12 " f01 #"200 MHz
to"300 MHz which allows fast single-qubit operations in
#10 ns. There are several surprising features in the time-
domain data. First, while T2’s are typically in the range of
15– 20 #s, they do not yet attain the limit twice T1 which is
reproducibly in the range 25– 50 #s corresponding to
Q 1 ¼ 1– 2$ 106. This indicates that there is still signifi-
cant dephasing. At the same time, both the Ramsey decay
envelope and the echo coherence (which has an artificial
phase rotation as a function of the delay added) can be fit
well by an exponential decay, indicating that contrary to
the previous predictions [23,24], 1=f noise is not dominant
[22] in our experiment. This is consistent with the expec-
tation that these simple qubits should avoid dephasing due
to both 1=f flux noise (since there are no superconducting
loops) and charge noise (since the total charge variation of
the transition frequency [9] for these transmon parameters
is less than 1 kHz). The observed phase coherence factor,
Q 2 # 700 000, is an order of magnitude larger than pre-
vious superconducting devices [10,25]. Since the transition
frequency of the transmon qubit (!01 #

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8EJEC

p Þis set by
a combination of the Josephson and charging energies, this
allows us to place stringent limits on the amount of critical
current noise in Josephson junctions, or dielectric fluctua-
tions in the shunt capacitance. We find that any critical
current noise must have a total variance of less than about
1 ppm ($I=Ic < 10"6). In fact, the observed Ramsey
and echo decays are more consistent with frequency-
independent noise in the qubit transition frequency (or
critical current) of about
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. The improvement by approxi-

mately a factor of 2 with echo indicates either a character-
istic correlation time in this noise of about 10 #s, or an
additional low-frequency noise (but not 1=f in character)
component with a variance of about 1 ppm.

The high stability of the qubit transition frequency is
exhibited in Fig. 2(c), which shows the deviations observed

TABLE I. Parameters of four transmon qubits (labeled as J’s for single-junction qubits and S’s for SQUID) measured in four
different 3D cavities (labeled as A, B, C and D respectively). The data of J1a and Sa are data on qubits J1 and S following cycling to
room temperature. Here, f01 ¼ !01=2" is the dressed qubit transition frequency between ground-state j0i and the first excited state
j1i, g=2" is the coupling strength, g2=2"$ is the cavity frequency shift from the bare cavity frequency due to the qubit, fc ¼ !c=2" is
the bare cavity frequency, Q c is the quality factor of the shifted cavity resonance at single-photon power, T1 is the relaxation time from
j1i to j0i, T2 is the coherence time measured by Ramsey experiment, and Techo is the coherence time measured by a spin-echo
experiment.

Qubit (cavity) f01 (GHz) EJ (GHz) EC (GHz) g=2" (MHz) g2=2"$ (MHz) fc (GHz) Q c (x103) T1 (#s) T2 (#s) Techo (#s)

J1 (D) 6.808 21.1 0.301 138 15.9 8.0035 340 60 18 25

J1a (D) 6.769 21.0 0.301 140 15.8 8.003 75 340 50 20 24

J2 (C) 7.772 28.6 0.292 152 99.8 8.0020 360 25 15 21

J3 (B) 7.058 22.5 0.304 141 21.5 7.9835 320 42 12 12

S (D) 7.625 34.4 0.227 136 48.2 8.061 69 340 35 7.3 11

Sa (A) 7.43 32.5 0.228 123 24.1 8.061 69 100 20 6 8

FIG. 2 (color online). Time-domain measurement of the qubit
coherence (a) Relaxation from j1i of qubit J1. T1 is 60 #s for
this measurement. (Inset) The pulse sequences used to measure
relaxation (upper) and Ramsey experiments with and without
echo (lower). The pulse shown in dashed line is an echo signal
applied at one half of the delay between two "=2 pulses.
(b) Ramsey fringes measured on resonance with (blue squares
online or upper curve) and without (red squares online or lower
curve) echo sequence. The pulse width for the " and "=2 pulses
used in the experiments is 20 ns. An additional phase is added to
the rotation axis of the second "=2 pulse for each delay to give
the oscillatory feature to the Ramsey fringes. (c) Qubit frequency
f01 measured over 23 h by repeated Ramsey measurements.
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Barends et al., Nature 508, 500 (2014)

2

and Y axes (Supplementary Information). We benchmark X
and Y axis ⇡ and ⇡/2 rotations, the Hadamard gate (imple-
mented with Y/2 followed by X), and Z axis rotations using
pulses on the frequency control line. From the data in Fig. 2
we extract the individual gate fidelities listed in the legend.
We find an average fidelity of 99.92 % over all gates and qubits
(Supplementary Information). The best fidelities are achieved
by optimising the pulse amplitude and frequency, and min-
imising 2-state leakage20 [Kelly, J., et al., in preparation].

We have also measured the performance when simulta-
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FIG. 1: Architecture. (a) Optical image of the integrated Joseph-
son quantum processor, consisting of Al (dark) on sapphire (light).
The five cross-shaped devices are the Xmon variant of the trans-
mon qubit13, labelled Q0 � Q4, placed in a linear array. To the
left of the qubits are five meandering coplanar waveguide resonators
used for individual state readout. Control wiring is brought in from
the contact pads at the edge of the chip, ending at the right of the
qubits. (b) Circuit diagram. Our architecture employs direct, nearest-
neighbour coupling of the qubits (red/orange), made possible by the
nodal connectivity of the Xmon qubit. Using a single readout line,
each qubit can be measured using frequency-domain multiplexing
(blue). Individual qubits are driven through capacitively-coupled
microwave control lines (XY), and frequency control is achieved
through inductively-coupled dc lines (Z) (purple). (c) Schematic rep-
resentation of an entangling operation using a controlled-Z gate with
unitary representation UCZ: (I) Qubits at rest, at distinct frequen-
cies with minimal interaction. (II) When brought near resonance, the
state-dependent frequency shift brings about a rotation conditional
on the qubit states. (III) Qubits are returned to their rest frequency.

neously operating nearest or next-nearest qubits21, operating
them at dissimilar idle frequencies to minimise coupling. The
fidelities are essentially unchanged, with small added errors
< 2 · 10�4 (Supplementary Information), showing a high de-
gree of addressability for this architecture.

The two-qubit CZ gate is implemented by tuning one qubit
in frequency along a “fast adiabatic” trajectory which takes
the two-qubit |11i state close to the avoided-level crossing
with the |02i state, yielding a state-dependent relative phase
shift. This implementation is the natural choice for weakly
anharmonic, frequency-tunable qubits, as the other computa-
tional states are left unchanged8,22,23. Having the CZ gate adi-
abatic as well as fast is advantageous. An adiabatic trajectory
is easily optimised and allows for exponentially suppressing
leakage into the non-computational |02i-state with gate dura-
tion. Having a fast CZ gate minimises the accumulation of er-
rors from decoherence and unwanted entanglement with other
circuit elements, favourable for fault-tolerance.
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FIG. 2: Single qubit randomised benchmarking. (a) A reference
experiment is performed by generating a sequence of m random Clif-
fords, which are inverted by the recovery Clifford Cr . A specific gate
(H) is tested using a sequence that interleaves H with m random
Cliffords. The difference between interleaved and reference decay
gives the gate fidelity. (b) Representative pulse sequence for a set
of four Cliffords and their recovery, generated with ⇡ and ⇡/2 ro-
tations about X and Y , displaying both the real (I) and imaginary
(Q) microwave pulse envelopes before up-conversion by quadrature
mixing to the qubit frequency. (c) Randomised benchmarking mea-
surement for the set of single-qubit gates for qubit Q2, plotting ref-
erence and gate fidelities as a function of the sequence length m;
the fidelity for each value of m was measured for k = 40 different
sequences. The fit to the reference set yields an average error per
Clifford of rref = 0.0011, consistent with an average gate fidelity of
1� rref/1.875 = 0.9994 (Supplementary Information). The dashed
lines indicate the thresholds for exceeding gate fidelities of 0.998 and
0.999. The fidelities for each of the single-qubit gates are tabulated
in the legend, we find that all gates have fidelities greater than 0.999.
Standard deviations are typically 5 · 10�5.
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FIG. 3: CZ gate physics and randomised benchmarking results.
(a) We use the the |1B1Ai and |0B2Ai avoided level crossing to
implement a high-fidelity CZ gate, with the fast adiabatic tuning
of qubit A giving a selective ⇡ phase change of the |1B1Ai state.
The energy level diagram shows qubit A approaching and leaving
the avoided level crossing from above (top, blue dashed line), fol-
lowing a fast (43 ns) yet effectively adiabatic trajectory (bottom,
solid blue line). Unwanted state leakage from |1B1Ai to |0B2Ai
(red dashed line) is minimised by adjusting the trajectory. (b) Ran-
domised benchmarking data (k = 100) of the CZ gate for the qubit
pair Q2 and Q3, using the two-qubit Clifford group C2 (Supplemen-
tary Information); reference data in black (rref = 0.0189), inter-
leaved in blue (rC2+CZ = 0.0244). Dashed lines indicate the thresh-
olds for gate fidelities of 0.98 and 0.99. We find a CZ gate fidelity of
0.9944± 0.0005 (uncertainty from bootstrapping). (c) Coherent mi-
crowave (XY) and frequency (Z) control of the quantum state while
performing a complex two-qubit algorithm; the sequence contains
over 500 gates, corresponding to the characteristic reference decay
of m = 55, and is over 7 µs long. The right panel shows an example
Clifford from the iSWAP class, comprised of single qubit rotations
and two CZ gates (Supplementary Information).

The benchmarking results of the CZ gate are shown in
Fig. 3b. Similar to the single-qubit case, we generate se-
quences of two-qubit Cliffords to produce a reference curve,

then interleave the CZ gate to extract the fidelity. An example
pulse sequence for an m = 55 Clifford sequence is shown in
Fig. 3c. We find a CZ gate fidelity of up to 99.44 ± 0.05 %,
consistent with the average error per Clifford (Supplementary
Information). We find fidelities between 99.0-99.44% on all
four pairs of nearest-neighbour qubits (Supplementary Infor-
mation). This comprises a clear demonstration of high-fidelity
single- and two-qubit gates in a multi-qubit Josephson quan-
tum processor. The two-qubit gate fidelity compares well with
the highest values reported for other mature quantum systems:
For nuclear magnetic resonance and ion traps, entangling gate
fidelites are as high as 99.5% and 99.3%11,12. Importantly, we
have verified by simulation that the experimentally obtained
gate fidelities are at the threshold for surface code quantum
error correction, see Supplementary Information.

We are optimistic that we can improve upon these gate fi-
delities with modest effort. The CZ gate fidelity is limited
by three error mechanisms: Decoherence (55% of the total
error), control error (24%), and state leakage (21%), see Sup-
plementary Information. Decoherence can be suppressed with
enhanced materials and optimised fabrication24,25. Imperfec-
tions in control arise primarily from reflections and stray in-
ductances in wiring, and can be improved using conventional
microwave techniques. Given the adiabatic nature of the CZ
gate, 2-state leakage can be suppressed by slightly increasing
the gate time [Martinis, J., et al., in preparation].

We showcase the modularity of this set of quantum logic
gates by constructing a maximally-entangled GHZ state
across all five qubits in our processor, as shown in Fig. 4a.
The N -qubit GHZ state |GHZi = (|0i⌦N

+ |1i⌦N
)/
p
2 is

constructed with single and two-qubit gates, using simultane-
ous control and readout of all qubits. This algorithm is shown
in Fig. 4b, where the state is assembled by entangling one
additional qubit at a time. The algorithm is highly sensitive
to control error and decoherence on any computational ele-
ment. We fully characterise the Bell and GHZ states by us-
ing quantum state tomography9, where quadratic maximum
likelihood estimation is used to extract each density matrix
(⇢) from the measurement data, while satisfying the physi-
cal constraints that ⇢ be Hermitian, unit trace, and positive
semi-definite (Supplementary Information). The density ma-
trices are plotted in the traditional cityscape style, and show
significant elements only at the ideal locations. We find state
fidelities Tr

�p
⇢ideal⇢

p
⇢ideal

�
of 99.5±0.4 %, 96.0±0.5 %,

86.3 ± 0.5 % and 81.7 ± 0.5 % for the N = 2 Bell state and
N = 3, 4, 5 GHZ states. A GHZ state fidelity over 50 % satis-
fies the criterion for genuine entanglement26. It is interesting
to note that the ratio of the off-diagonal to diagonal ampli-
tudes |⇢|0i⌦N ,|1i⌦N |2/⇢|0i⌦N ,|0i⌦N⇢|1i⌦N ,|1i⌦N have the val-
ues 0.99, 0.98, 0.99 and 0.99, suggesting that dephasing is
small and/or uncorrelated. The five-qubit GHZ state is the
largest multi-qubit entanglement demonstrated to date in the
solid state8,9, with state fidelity similar to results obtained in
ion traps27. This demonstrates that complex quantum states
can be constructed with high fidelity in a modular fashion,
highlighting the potential for more intricate algorithms on this
multi-purpose quantum processor.

We have shown single and two-qubit gates with fidelities

‣ 5 qubits 
‣ Single qubit gates at F ~ 99.9% 
‣ Two qubit gates at F ~ 99% 
‣ Fidelities at the fault tolerance 

threshold for the ‘surface code’
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have hardly changed, yet impressive new 
performance milestones are being reached, 
thanks to ‘Moore’s law’. 

Similarly, although there is no proof today 
that imperfect quantum machines can com-
pute fast enough to solve practical problems, 
that may change. The scale, fidelity and con-
trollability of analog and digital quantum 
hardware are improving steadily. We antici-
pate that, within 
a few years, well-
controlled quantum 
systems may be able 
to perform certain 
tasks much faster 
than conventional 
computers based 
on CMOS (com-
plementary metal 
oxide–semiconductor) technology. 

Here we highlight three commercially 
viable uses for early quantum-computing 
devices: quantum simulation, quantum-
assisted optimization and quantum 
sampling. Faster computing speeds in these 
areas would be commercially advantageous 
in sectors from artificial intelligence to 
finance and health care. 

Capitalizing on imminent advances 
in quantum technologies requires that 
the discipline broadens its focus and that 
scientists work more closely with entrepre-
neurs. Hardware improvements are needed 
to make devices reliable and controllable 
enough to be commercialized. Heuristic 
quantum algorithms need to be developed 
that address practical problems within the 
current hardware limitations. As researchers 
working on quantum computing at Google, 
we plan to provide access to our quantum 
processors through cloud services to facili-
tate the development and benchmarking of 
quantum algorithms and applications across 
industries, delivering real benefit to society.

THREE PRIORITIES
If certain feasible technological improve-
ments are achieved, we believe that emerging 
quantum processors have a good chance of 
carrying out the following classes of compu-
tational tasks and could become commer-
cially valuable within a few years.

Quantum simulation. Modelling chemical 
reactions and materials is one of the most 
anticipated applications of quantum comput-
ing. Instead of spending years, and hundreds 
of millions of dollars, making and charac-
terizing a handful of materials, researchers 
could study millions of candidates in silico. 
Whether the aim is stronger polymers for 
aeroplanes, more-effective catalytic con-
verters for cars, more-efficient materials for 
solar cells, better pharmaceuticals or more-
breathable fabrics, faster discovery pipelines 
will bring enormous value.

Computational materials discovery is 
already a large industry. Quantum com-
puters promise a radical transition: from 
the qualitative and descriptive to the quan-
titative and predictive. Chemical-reaction 
rates are extremely sensitive to molecu-
lar energies and span a range wider than 
classical methods can handle. If robust algo-
rithms are developed, it might be possible 
to simulate important materials without 
the overhead of full quantum error correc-
tion4. For example, algorithms are already 
known (such as the ‘quantum variational 
eigensolver’ approach) that seem to be 
immune to qubit control errors.

A variety of business models could supply 
quantum simulators. Laboratories might 
pay a subscription for access. Computing 
companies could act as consultants. Some 
businesses might exchange equity in return 
for quantum-assisted breakthroughs that 
lead to innovative material developments.

Quantum-assisted optimization. A 
central and difficult computational task 
in all quantitative disciplines of physical 
and social sciences, and across industries, 
is optimization. Such problems are diffi-
cult to solve with conventional computers 
because algorithms can navigate only slowly 
through the mathematical landscape of 
possible solutions; good solutions may be 
hidden behind high barriers that are hard 
to overcome. The most general classical 
algorithms use statistical methods (such 
as thermal energy distributions) to ‘jump’ 
over these barriers. We believe that this type 

of classical sampling could be enhanced by 
occasionally invoking quantum phenomena 
such as tunnelling (whereby quantum infor-
mation is transmitted through barriers) to 
find rare but high-quality solutions. 

For example, online recommendations 
and bidding strategies for advertisements 
use optimization algorithms to respond in 
the most effective way to consumers’ needs 
and changing markets. More-powerful 
protocols, based on a combination of quan-
tum and classical solvers, could improve 
the quality of products and services in 
many industries. Logistics companies need 
to optimize their scheduling, planning 
and product distribution daily. Quantum-
enhanced algorithms could improve patient 
diagnostics for health care. The quality of 
search or product recommendations for large 
information-technology companies such as 
ours, Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook 
could be enhanced. 

Quantum sampling. Sampling from 
probability distributions is widely used in 
statistics and machine learning. In theory, 
ideal quantum circuits can sample from a 
larger set of probability distributions than 
classical circuits can in the same time. Our 
calculations show that, for relatively small 
circuits involving high-fidelity quantum 
gates, it will be possible to sample from 
probability distributions that are inaccessible 
classically, using a circuit of just 7 × 7 qubits in 
layers that are around 25 deep (ref. 5).

In fact, sampling from distributions 
with such a shallow quantum circuit is 

“Quantum-
enhanced 
algorithms 
could improve 
patient 
diagnostics for 
health care”

The smaller of these chips, a 6-mm square, holds 6 qubits.
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OBITUARY Peter Mansfield, 
physicist who developed 
MRI, remembered p.180

BIOLOGY Behind the scenes 
in the world of synthetic 
biology p.178

MILITARY A history of the 
US agency behind the 
Internet and drones p.176

MEDICINE Don’t deregulate: the 
market is useless at weeding 
out futile drugs p.174

Commercialize 
early quantum 

technologies
Masoud Mohseni, Peter Read, Hartmut Neven and 

colleagues at Google’s Quantum AI Laboratory set out 
investment opportunities on the road to the ultimate 

quantum machines.

From aspects of quantum entangle-
ment to chemical reactions with large 
molecules, many features of the world 

cannot be described efficiently with con-
ventional computers based on binary logic. 
The solution, as physicist Richard Feynman 
realized three decades ago1, is to use quan-
tum processors that adopt a blend of classical 
states simultaneously, as matter does. Many 
technical hurdles must be overcome for such 
quantum machines to be practical, however. 
These include noise control and improving 
the fidelity of operations acting on the quan-
tum states that encode the information.

The quantum-computing community 
is channelling most of its efforts towards 
building the ultimate machine: a digital 
quantum computer that tolerates noise and 
errors, and that in principle can be applied to 
any problem. In theory, such a machine — 
which will need large processors comprising 
many quantum bits, or qubits — should be 
able to calculate faster than a conventional 
computer. Such capability is at least a decade 
away2. Correcting for errors requires redun-
dancy, and the number of qubits needed 
quickly mounts. For example, factorizing a 
2,000-bit number in one day, a task believed 
to be intractable using classical computers3, 
would take 100 million qubits, even if indi-
vidual quantum operations failed just once 
in every 10,000 operations. We have yet to 
assemble digital quantum processors with 
tens of qubits.

This conservative view of quantum 
computing gives the impression that inves-
tors will benefit only in the long term. We 
contend that short-term returns are possi-
ble with the small devices that will emerge 
within the next five years, even though these 
will lack full error correction. 

A lack of theoretical guarantees need not 
preclude success. Heuristic ‘hybrid’ methods 
that blend quantum and classical approaches 
could be the foundation for powerful future 
applications. The recent success of neural net-
works in machine learning is a good exam-
ple. In the 1990s, when the computing power 
required to train deep neural networks was 
unavailable, it was fashionable in the field to 
focus on ‘convex’ methods (based on func-
tions with a clear minimum solution) that 
had a strong theoretical basis. Today, these 
methods are no match for deep learning. The 
underlying algorithms of neural networks 

Google’s cryostats reach temperatures of 10 millikelvin to run its quantum processors.
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qubits are in the j00æ or j11æ state, the measurement qubit will report a
string of identical values. If the data qubits are in the j01æ or j10æ state,
the measurement qubit will report alternating values, as measurement
is QND. Single data bit-flip errors make the measurement outcomes
switch between these two patterns. For example, if the measurement
outcomes for three cycles are 0, 0 and 1, this indicates a change from
the identical to the alternating pattern in the last measurement, and
hence a detection event. Explicitly, with mt the measurement qubit
outcome at cycle t and › the exclusive OR (XOR) operator, for each of
the two patterns we have bt 5 mt21 › mt 5 0 or 1. A detection event at
cycle t is then identified when Dt 5 bt21 › bt 5 1.

We use minimum-weight perfect matching23–25 to decode to physical
errors, based on the pattern of detection events and an error model for the
system. Intuitively, such matching connects detection events in pairs or to
the boundary using the shortest total weighted path length. It is important
to note that errors can lead to detection event pairs that span multiple
cycles, necessitating the need for multi-round analysis as opposed to
round-by-round (see Supplementary Information for details).

To study the ability of our device to preserve quantum states, we
initialized the data qubits into a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)
state, 000j iz 111j ið Þ

! ffiffiffi
2
p# $

, and applied two rounds of the repetition
code (Fig. 3). The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3a. Using quantum state
tomography we measured the input density matrix r and find a GHZ
state with fidelity Tr(ridealr) of 82%, above the threshold of 50% for
genuine entanglement26. After two repetition code cycles, we use tomo-
graphy to construct the density matrices for each pattern of detection

events. We find a state fidelity of 78% in the case of no detection events,
indicating a retention of genuine quantum entanglement. In the case of
two detection events, which indicate a likely data qubit error in the first
cycle, we find elements away from the ideal positions. By applying the
recovery operation in post-processing (a single bit-flip on the blue data
qubit) we can restore the state. Energy relaxation, the most likely cause
of the detected bit-flip error, induces both bit-flip and phase-flip errors.
The bit-flip error is corrected and the diagonal terms are preserved, but
any phase-flip error remains uncorrected, reducing the off-diagonal
terms and fidelity to 59%. We note that genuine entanglement is pre-
served. Conditional tomography for every configuration can be found
in Supplementary Information.

The data in Fig. 3 clearly show that the one-dimensional repetition
code algorithm does not necessarily destroy the quantum nature of the
state. It allows for preserving the quantum state in the case of no errors,
and correcting bit-flip errors otherwise. This preservation is achieved
purely through error detection and classical post-processing, like for the
full surface code, avoiding the need for dynamic feedback with quantum
gates. For the remainder, we investigate the logical basis states individu-
ally, as tomographic reconstruction cannot be done fault-tolerantly.

We now address the critical question of how well our implementa-
tion of the repetition code protects logical states over many cycles. The
process flow is illustrated in Fig. 4a. We start by initializing the data
qubits in either of the logical basis states: j0Læ 5 j0..0æ or j1Læ 5 j1..1æ.
We then run the repetition code algorithm for k cycles, and finish by
measuring the state of all data qubits. We repeat this 90,000 times to
gather statistics. The classical measurement results are converted into
detection events, which are processed using minimum-weight perfect
matching to generate corrections (see Supplementary Information).
These corrections are then applied to the measured data qubit output

Error detection
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Figure 1 | Repetition code: device and algorithm. a, The repetition code is a
one-dimensional (1D) variant of the surface code, and is able to protect against X̂
(bit-flip) errors. The code is implemented using an alternating pattern of data
and measurement qubits. b, Optical micrograph of the superconducting
quantum device, consisting of nine Xmon21 transmon qubits with individual
control and measurement, with a nearest-neighbour coupling scheme. c, The
repetition code algorithm uses repeated entangling and measurement operations
which detect bit-flips, using the parity scheme on the right. Using the output
from the measurement qubits during the repetition code for error detection,
the initial state can be recovered by removing physical errors in software.
Measurement qubits are initialized into the | 0æ state and need no reinitialization
as measurement is QND.
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Figure 2 | Error propagation and identification. a, The quantum circuit for
three cycles of the repetition code, and examples of errors. Errors propagate
horizontally in time, and vertically through entangling gates. Different errors
lead to different detection patterns: an error on a measurement qubit (gold) is
detected in two subsequent rounds. Data qubit errors (purple, red, blue) are
detected on neighbouring measurement qubits in the same or next cycle. Data
errors after the last round (blue) are detected by constructing the final set
of ẐẐ eigenvalues from the data qubit measurements. b, The connectivity
graph for the quantum circuit above, showing measurements and possible
patterns of detection events (grey), see main text for details. The example
detection events and their connections are highlighted, and the corresponding
detected errors are shown on the right, which when applied, will recover the
input data qubit state.
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FIG. S29. Electronics and Control Wiring. Diagram detailing all of the control electronics, control wiring, and filtering for the experimental
setup. Each qubit uses one digital to analog converter (DAC) channel for each of the X, Y, and Z rotations. Additionally, we use a DC
bias tee to connect a voltage source to each qubit frequency control line to give a static frequency offset. All nine qubits are read out using
frequency-domain multiplexing on a single measurement line. The readout DAC generates nine measurement tones at the distinct frequencies
corresponding to each qubit’s readout resonator. The signal is amplified by a wideband parametric amplifier10, a high electron mobility
transistor (HEMT), and room temperature amplifiers before demodulation and state discrimination by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
All control wires go through various stages of attenuation and filtering to prevent unwanted signals from disturbing the quantum processor.
Two local oscillators (LOQ) are used for qubit XY control, at 4.38 and 5.202 GHz. The readout LOR is at 6.58 GHz. All LO, DAC, and ADC
electronics are locked to a 10 MHz SRS FS725 rubidium frequency standard. Photograph of nine qubit device shown in the lower right.

Kelly et al., Nature 519, 66 (2015)
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qubits are in the j00æ or j11æ state, the measurement qubit will report a
string of identical values. If the data qubits are in the j01æ or j10æ state,
the measurement qubit will report alternating values, as measurement
is QND. Single data bit-flip errors make the measurement outcomes
switch between these two patterns. For example, if the measurement
outcomes for three cycles are 0, 0 and 1, this indicates a change from
the identical to the alternating pattern in the last measurement, and
hence a detection event. Explicitly, with mt the measurement qubit
outcome at cycle t and › the exclusive OR (XOR) operator, for each of
the two patterns we have bt 5 mt21 › mt 5 0 or 1. A detection event at
cycle t is then identified when Dt 5 bt21 › bt 5 1.

We use minimum-weight perfect matching23–25 to decode to physical
errors, based on the pattern of detection events and an error model for the
system. Intuitively, such matching connects detection events in pairs or to
the boundary using the shortest total weighted path length. It is important
to note that errors can lead to detection event pairs that span multiple
cycles, necessitating the need for multi-round analysis as opposed to
round-by-round (see Supplementary Information for details).

To study the ability of our device to preserve quantum states, we
initialized the data qubits into a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)
state, 000j iz 111j ið Þ

! ffiffiffi
2
p# $

, and applied two rounds of the repetition
code (Fig. 3). The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3a. Using quantum state
tomography we measured the input density matrix r and find a GHZ
state with fidelity Tr(ridealr) of 82%, above the threshold of 50% for
genuine entanglement26. After two repetition code cycles, we use tomo-
graphy to construct the density matrices for each pattern of detection

events. We find a state fidelity of 78% in the case of no detection events,
indicating a retention of genuine quantum entanglement. In the case of
two detection events, which indicate a likely data qubit error in the first
cycle, we find elements away from the ideal positions. By applying the
recovery operation in post-processing (a single bit-flip on the blue data
qubit) we can restore the state. Energy relaxation, the most likely cause
of the detected bit-flip error, induces both bit-flip and phase-flip errors.
The bit-flip error is corrected and the diagonal terms are preserved, but
any phase-flip error remains uncorrected, reducing the off-diagonal
terms and fidelity to 59%. We note that genuine entanglement is pre-
served. Conditional tomography for every configuration can be found
in Supplementary Information.

The data in Fig. 3 clearly show that the one-dimensional repetition
code algorithm does not necessarily destroy the quantum nature of the
state. It allows for preserving the quantum state in the case of no errors,
and correcting bit-flip errors otherwise. This preservation is achieved
purely through error detection and classical post-processing, like for the
full surface code, avoiding the need for dynamic feedback with quantum
gates. For the remainder, we investigate the logical basis states individu-
ally, as tomographic reconstruction cannot be done fault-tolerantly.

We now address the critical question of how well our implementa-
tion of the repetition code protects logical states over many cycles. The
process flow is illustrated in Fig. 4a. We start by initializing the data
qubits in either of the logical basis states: j0Læ 5 j0..0æ or j1Læ 5 j1..1æ.
We then run the repetition code algorithm for k cycles, and finish by
measuring the state of all data qubits. We repeat this 90,000 times to
gather statistics. The classical measurement results are converted into
detection events, which are processed using minimum-weight perfect
matching to generate corrections (see Supplementary Information).
These corrections are then applied to the measured data qubit output
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Figure 1 | Repetition code: device and algorithm. a, The repetition code is a
one-dimensional (1D) variant of the surface code, and is able to protect against X̂
(bit-flip) errors. The code is implemented using an alternating pattern of data
and measurement qubits. b, Optical micrograph of the superconducting
quantum device, consisting of nine Xmon21 transmon qubits with individual
control and measurement, with a nearest-neighbour coupling scheme. c, The
repetition code algorithm uses repeated entangling and measurement operations
which detect bit-flips, using the parity scheme on the right. Using the output
from the measurement qubits during the repetition code for error detection,
the initial state can be recovered by removing physical errors in software.
Measurement qubits are initialized into the | 0æ state and need no reinitialization
as measurement is QND.
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Figure 2 | Error propagation and identification. a, The quantum circuit for
three cycles of the repetition code, and examples of errors. Errors propagate
horizontally in time, and vertically through entangling gates. Different errors
lead to different detection patterns: an error on a measurement qubit (gold) is
detected in two subsequent rounds. Data qubit errors (purple, red, blue) are
detected on neighbouring measurement qubits in the same or next cycle. Data
errors after the last round (blue) are detected by constructing the final set
of ẐẐ eigenvalues from the data qubit measurements. b, The connectivity
graph for the quantum circuit above, showing measurements and possible
patterns of detection events (grey), see main text for details. The example
detection events and their connections are highlighted, and the corresponding
detected errors are shown on the right, which when applied, will recover the
input data qubit state.
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FIG. S29. Electronics and Control Wiring. Diagram detailing all of the control electronics, control wiring, and filtering for the experimental
setup. Each qubit uses one digital to analog converter (DAC) channel for each of the X, Y, and Z rotations. Additionally, we use a DC
bias tee to connect a voltage source to each qubit frequency control line to give a static frequency offset. All nine qubits are read out using
frequency-domain multiplexing on a single measurement line. The readout DAC generates nine measurement tones at the distinct frequencies
corresponding to each qubit’s readout resonator. The signal is amplified by a wideband parametric amplifier10, a high electron mobility
transistor (HEMT), and room temperature amplifiers before demodulation and state discrimination by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
All control wires go through various stages of attenuation and filtering to prevent unwanted signals from disturbing the quantum processor.
Two local oscillators (LOQ) are used for qubit XY control, at 4.38 and 5.202 GHz. The readout LOR is at 6.58 GHz. All LO, DAC, and ADC
electronics are locked to a 10 MHz SRS FS725 rubidium frequency standard. Photograph of nine qubit device shown in the lower right.
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qubits are in the j00æ or j11æ state, the measurement qubit will report a
string of identical values. If the data qubits are in the j01æ or j10æ state,
the measurement qubit will report alternating values, as measurement
is QND. Single data bit-flip errors make the measurement outcomes
switch between these two patterns. For example, if the measurement
outcomes for three cycles are 0, 0 and 1, this indicates a change from
the identical to the alternating pattern in the last measurement, and
hence a detection event. Explicitly, with mt the measurement qubit
outcome at cycle t and › the exclusive OR (XOR) operator, for each of
the two patterns we have bt 5 mt21 › mt 5 0 or 1. A detection event at
cycle t is then identified when Dt 5 bt21 › bt 5 1.

We use minimum-weight perfect matching23–25 to decode to physical
errors, based on the pattern of detection events and an error model for the
system. Intuitively, such matching connects detection events in pairs or to
the boundary using the shortest total weighted path length. It is important
to note that errors can lead to detection event pairs that span multiple
cycles, necessitating the need for multi-round analysis as opposed to
round-by-round (see Supplementary Information for details).

To study the ability of our device to preserve quantum states, we
initialized the data qubits into a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)
state, 000j iz 111j ið Þ

! ffiffiffi
2
p# $

, and applied two rounds of the repetition
code (Fig. 3). The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3a. Using quantum state
tomography we measured the input density matrix r and find a GHZ
state with fidelity Tr(ridealr) of 82%, above the threshold of 50% for
genuine entanglement26. After two repetition code cycles, we use tomo-
graphy to construct the density matrices for each pattern of detection

events. We find a state fidelity of 78% in the case of no detection events,
indicating a retention of genuine quantum entanglement. In the case of
two detection events, which indicate a likely data qubit error in the first
cycle, we find elements away from the ideal positions. By applying the
recovery operation in post-processing (a single bit-flip on the blue data
qubit) we can restore the state. Energy relaxation, the most likely cause
of the detected bit-flip error, induces both bit-flip and phase-flip errors.
The bit-flip error is corrected and the diagonal terms are preserved, but
any phase-flip error remains uncorrected, reducing the off-diagonal
terms and fidelity to 59%. We note that genuine entanglement is pre-
served. Conditional tomography for every configuration can be found
in Supplementary Information.

The data in Fig. 3 clearly show that the one-dimensional repetition
code algorithm does not necessarily destroy the quantum nature of the
state. It allows for preserving the quantum state in the case of no errors,
and correcting bit-flip errors otherwise. This preservation is achieved
purely through error detection and classical post-processing, like for the
full surface code, avoiding the need for dynamic feedback with quantum
gates. For the remainder, we investigate the logical basis states individu-
ally, as tomographic reconstruction cannot be done fault-tolerantly.

We now address the critical question of how well our implementa-
tion of the repetition code protects logical states over many cycles. The
process flow is illustrated in Fig. 4a. We start by initializing the data
qubits in either of the logical basis states: j0Læ 5 j0..0æ or j1Læ 5 j1..1æ.
We then run the repetition code algorithm for k cycles, and finish by
measuring the state of all data qubits. We repeat this 90,000 times to
gather statistics. The classical measurement results are converted into
detection events, which are processed using minimum-weight perfect
matching to generate corrections (see Supplementary Information).
These corrections are then applied to the measured data qubit output
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Figure 1 | Repetition code: device and algorithm. a, The repetition code is a
one-dimensional (1D) variant of the surface code, and is able to protect against X̂
(bit-flip) errors. The code is implemented using an alternating pattern of data
and measurement qubits. b, Optical micrograph of the superconducting
quantum device, consisting of nine Xmon21 transmon qubits with individual
control and measurement, with a nearest-neighbour coupling scheme. c, The
repetition code algorithm uses repeated entangling and measurement operations
which detect bit-flips, using the parity scheme on the right. Using the output
from the measurement qubits during the repetition code for error detection,
the initial state can be recovered by removing physical errors in software.
Measurement qubits are initialized into the | 0æ state and need no reinitialization
as measurement is QND.
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Figure 2 | Error propagation and identification. a, The quantum circuit for
three cycles of the repetition code, and examples of errors. Errors propagate
horizontally in time, and vertically through entangling gates. Different errors
lead to different detection patterns: an error on a measurement qubit (gold) is
detected in two subsequent rounds. Data qubit errors (purple, red, blue) are
detected on neighbouring measurement qubits in the same or next cycle. Data
errors after the last round (blue) are detected by constructing the final set
of ẐẐ eigenvalues from the data qubit measurements. b, The connectivity
graph for the quantum circuit above, showing measurements and possible
patterns of detection events (grey), see main text for details. The example
detection events and their connections are highlighted, and the corresponding
detected errors are shown on the right, which when applied, will recover the
input data qubit state.
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FIG. S29. Electronics and Control Wiring. Diagram detailing all of the control electronics, control wiring, and filtering for the experimental
setup. Each qubit uses one digital to analog converter (DAC) channel for each of the X, Y, and Z rotations. Additionally, we use a DC
bias tee to connect a voltage source to each qubit frequency control line to give a static frequency offset. All nine qubits are read out using
frequency-domain multiplexing on a single measurement line. The readout DAC generates nine measurement tones at the distinct frequencies
corresponding to each qubit’s readout resonator. The signal is amplified by a wideband parametric amplifier10, a high electron mobility
transistor (HEMT), and room temperature amplifiers before demodulation and state discrimination by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
All control wires go through various stages of attenuation and filtering to prevent unwanted signals from disturbing the quantum processor.
Two local oscillators (LOQ) are used for qubit XY control, at 4.38 and 5.202 GHz. The readout LOR is at 6.58 GHz. All LO, DAC, and ADC
electronics are locked to a 10 MHz SRS FS725 rubidium frequency standard. Photograph of nine qubit device shown in the lower right.
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qubits are in the j00æ or j11æ state, the measurement qubit will report a
string of identical values. If the data qubits are in the j01æ or j10æ state,
the measurement qubit will report alternating values, as measurement
is QND. Single data bit-flip errors make the measurement outcomes
switch between these two patterns. For example, if the measurement
outcomes for three cycles are 0, 0 and 1, this indicates a change from
the identical to the alternating pattern in the last measurement, and
hence a detection event. Explicitly, with mt the measurement qubit
outcome at cycle t and › the exclusive OR (XOR) operator, for each of
the two patterns we have bt 5 mt21 › mt 5 0 or 1. A detection event at
cycle t is then identified when Dt 5 bt21 › bt 5 1.

We use minimum-weight perfect matching23–25 to decode to physical
errors, based on the pattern of detection events and an error model for the
system. Intuitively, such matching connects detection events in pairs or to
the boundary using the shortest total weighted path length. It is important
to note that errors can lead to detection event pairs that span multiple
cycles, necessitating the need for multi-round analysis as opposed to
round-by-round (see Supplementary Information for details).

To study the ability of our device to preserve quantum states, we
initialized the data qubits into a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)
state, 000j iz 111j ið Þ

! ffiffiffi
2
p# $

, and applied two rounds of the repetition
code (Fig. 3). The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3a. Using quantum state
tomography we measured the input density matrix r and find a GHZ
state with fidelity Tr(ridealr) of 82%, above the threshold of 50% for
genuine entanglement26. After two repetition code cycles, we use tomo-
graphy to construct the density matrices for each pattern of detection

events. We find a state fidelity of 78% in the case of no detection events,
indicating a retention of genuine quantum entanglement. In the case of
two detection events, which indicate a likely data qubit error in the first
cycle, we find elements away from the ideal positions. By applying the
recovery operation in post-processing (a single bit-flip on the blue data
qubit) we can restore the state. Energy relaxation, the most likely cause
of the detected bit-flip error, induces both bit-flip and phase-flip errors.
The bit-flip error is corrected and the diagonal terms are preserved, but
any phase-flip error remains uncorrected, reducing the off-diagonal
terms and fidelity to 59%. We note that genuine entanglement is pre-
served. Conditional tomography for every configuration can be found
in Supplementary Information.

The data in Fig. 3 clearly show that the one-dimensional repetition
code algorithm does not necessarily destroy the quantum nature of the
state. It allows for preserving the quantum state in the case of no errors,
and correcting bit-flip errors otherwise. This preservation is achieved
purely through error detection and classical post-processing, like for the
full surface code, avoiding the need for dynamic feedback with quantum
gates. For the remainder, we investigate the logical basis states individu-
ally, as tomographic reconstruction cannot be done fault-tolerantly.

We now address the critical question of how well our implementa-
tion of the repetition code protects logical states over many cycles. The
process flow is illustrated in Fig. 4a. We start by initializing the data
qubits in either of the logical basis states: j0Læ 5 j0..0æ or j1Læ 5 j1..1æ.
We then run the repetition code algorithm for k cycles, and finish by
measuring the state of all data qubits. We repeat this 90,000 times to
gather statistics. The classical measurement results are converted into
detection events, which are processed using minimum-weight perfect
matching to generate corrections (see Supplementary Information).
These corrections are then applied to the measured data qubit output
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Figure 1 | Repetition code: device and algorithm. a, The repetition code is a
one-dimensional (1D) variant of the surface code, and is able to protect against X̂
(bit-flip) errors. The code is implemented using an alternating pattern of data
and measurement qubits. b, Optical micrograph of the superconducting
quantum device, consisting of nine Xmon21 transmon qubits with individual
control and measurement, with a nearest-neighbour coupling scheme. c, The
repetition code algorithm uses repeated entangling and measurement operations
which detect bit-flips, using the parity scheme on the right. Using the output
from the measurement qubits during the repetition code for error detection,
the initial state can be recovered by removing physical errors in software.
Measurement qubits are initialized into the | 0æ state and need no reinitialization
as measurement is QND.
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Figure 2 | Error propagation and identification. a, The quantum circuit for
three cycles of the repetition code, and examples of errors. Errors propagate
horizontally in time, and vertically through entangling gates. Different errors
lead to different detection patterns: an error on a measurement qubit (gold) is
detected in two subsequent rounds. Data qubit errors (purple, red, blue) are
detected on neighbouring measurement qubits in the same or next cycle. Data
errors after the last round (blue) are detected by constructing the final set
of ẐẐ eigenvalues from the data qubit measurements. b, The connectivity
graph for the quantum circuit above, showing measurements and possible
patterns of detection events (grey), see main text for details. The example
detection events and their connections are highlighted, and the corresponding
detected errors are shown on the right, which when applied, will recover the
input data qubit state.
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FIG. S29. Electronics and Control Wiring. Diagram detailing all of the control electronics, control wiring, and filtering for the experimental
setup. Each qubit uses one digital to analog converter (DAC) channel for each of the X, Y, and Z rotations. Additionally, we use a DC
bias tee to connect a voltage source to each qubit frequency control line to give a static frequency offset. All nine qubits are read out using
frequency-domain multiplexing on a single measurement line. The readout DAC generates nine measurement tones at the distinct frequencies
corresponding to each qubit’s readout resonator. The signal is amplified by a wideband parametric amplifier10, a high electron mobility
transistor (HEMT), and room temperature amplifiers before demodulation and state discrimination by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
All control wires go through various stages of attenuation and filtering to prevent unwanted signals from disturbing the quantum processor.
Two local oscillators (LOQ) are used for qubit XY control, at 4.38 and 5.202 GHz. The readout LOR is at 6.58 GHz. All LO, DAC, and ADC
electronics are locked to a 10 MHz SRS FS725 rubidium frequency standard. Photograph of nine qubit device shown in the lower right.
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‣ Conventional transmon has large 
dipole moment (by design!) 

‣ Symmetry of coaxial transmon 
results in zero dipole moment 

‣ See also gradiometric SQUID 
version demonstrated here:

Concentric transmon qubit featuring fast tunability and an anisotropic
magnetic dipole moment
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We present a planar qubit design based on a superconducting circuit that we call concentric
transmon. While employing a straightforward fabrication process using Al evaporation and lift-off
lithography, we observe qubit lifetimes and coherence times in the order of 10 ls. We systemati-
cally characterize loss channels such as incoherent dielectric loss, Purcell decay and radiative
losses. The implementation of a gradiometric SQUID loop allows for a fast tuning of the qubit tran-
sition frequency and therefore for full tomographic control of the quantum circuit. Due to the large
loop size, the presented qubit architecture features a strongly increased magnetic dipole moment as
compared to conventional transmon designs. This renders the concentric transmon a promising can-
didate to establish a site-selective passive direct Ẑ coupling between neighboring qubits, being a
pending quest in the field of quantum simulation. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4940230]

Quantum bits based on superconducting circuits are
leading candidates for constituting the basic building block
of a prospective quantum computer. A common element of
all superconducting qubits is the Josephson junction. The
nonlinearity of Josephson junctions generates an anharmonic
energy spectrum in which the two lowest energy states can
be used as the computational basis.1,2 Over the last decade,
there has been a two order of magnitude increase in coher-
ence times of superconducting qubits. This tremendous
improvement allowed for demonstration of several major
milestones in the pursuit of scalable quantum computing,
such as the control and entanglement of multiple qubits.3,4

Further increases in coherence times will eventually allow
for building a fault tolerant quantum computer with a reason-
able overhead in terms of error correction, as well as imple-
menting novel quantum simulation schemes by accessing
wider experimental parameter ranges.5 While superconduct-
ing qubits embedded in a 3D cavity6 have shown coherence
times in excess of 100 ls,7 this approach may impose some
constraint on the scalability of quantum circuits. Since the
Josephson junction itself does not limit qubit coherence,6

comparably long lifetimes can also be achieved in a planar
geometry by careful circuit engineering.

In this paper, we present the design and characterization
of a superconducting quantum circuit comprising a concentric
transmon qubit,8 schematically depicted in Fig. 1(a). The two
capacitor pads forming the transmon’s large shunt capacitance
are implemented by a central disk island and a concentrically
surrounding ring. The two islands are interconnected by two
Josephson junctions forming a gradiometric SQUID. A 50 X

impedance matched on-chip flux bias line located next to the
qubit allows for fast flux tuning of the qubit frequency due to
the imposed asymmetry. This guarantees high experimental
flexibility and enables full tomographic control. The gradio-
metric flux loop design reduces the sensitivity to external uni-
form magnetic fields and thus to external flux noise. For
readout and control purposes, we embed the qubit in a micro-
strip resonator circuit, forming a familiar circuit quantum

FIG. 1. (a) Geometry of the concentric transmon qubit. Two Josephson junc-
tions (red crosses), located opposite to each other, connect the central island
to an outer ring. (b) Optical micrograph of the fabricated sample. The read-
out resonator (red) capacitively couples to the concentric transmon from
above. The on-chip flux bias line (blue) is visible to the right. It is designed
in coplanar geometry, having the microwave ground reference in the device
plane (bright color). The flux bias line is grounded at one end on the chip.
(c) Schematic circuit diagram of the concentric transmon, revealing the gra-
diometric SQUID architecture. The central part, marked with a black dot,
corresponds to the center island of the transmon. Since the mutual inductan-
ces to the flux bias line are not equal, M1 6¼ M2, the effective critical current
of the SQUID can be tuned.a)Electronic mail: jochen.braumueller@kit.edu.
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A typical two-qubit circuit
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<latexit sha1_base64="GxR7mLwRE3rrI4KZuoq/sG6Oe2g=">AAACF3icbZBNSwJBGMef7dXsbatjlyUJCsF2vVSHwAxCOxlkirrI7Dirg7MvzMwGsvgxuvRVunSo6Fq3bn2UZtVDan8Y+PN7nodnnr8TMiqkaX5rC4tLyyurqbX0+sbm1ra+s3svgohjUsUBC3jdQYIw6pOqpJKResgJ8hxGak7/KqnXHggXNPDv5CAktoe6PnUpRlKhtn5Sumi5HOG4FXiki9qXwzg/bJSzU7CYwHIje1Ovt/WMmTNHMuaNNTGZwrF5/QMAlbb+1eoEOPKILzFDQjQtM5R2jLikmJFhuhUJEiLcR13SVNZHHhF2PDpsaBwq0jHcgKvnS2NE/07EyBNi4Dmq00OyJ2ZrCfyv1oyke2bH1A8jSXw8XuRGzJCBkaRkdCgnWLKBMghzqv5q4B5SkUiVZVqFYM2ePG+q+dx5zrq1MoUijJWCfTiAI7DgFApQggpUAcMjPMMrvGlP2ov2rn2MWxe0ycweTEn7/AXuUKFr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JNELh1oe5P3voahhCIFvc5hxuSg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JNELh1oe5P3voahhCIFvc5hxuSg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4YYCd2zAdbmgo3rP3iwh69eQBM=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAIQqEm3agLodZN66qCsaVNCJPppB06uTAzEUrIY7jxVdy4UHGrO9/GSZuFbf1h4Oc753Dm/G5ECRe6/qMUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXX/4IGHMUPYRCENWdeFHFMSYFMQQXE3Yhj6LsUdd3yT1TuPmHESBvdiEmHbh8OAeARBIZGjnjWvLI9BlFihj4fQuU6TWtprVeZgI4OtXuW223XUsl7Vp9KWjZGbMsjVdtRvaxCi2MeBQBRy3jf0SNgJZIIgitOSFXMcQTSGQ9yXNoA+5nYyPSzVTiQZaF7I5AuENqV/JxLocz7xXdnpQzHii7UM/lfrx8K7sBMSRLHAAZot8mKqiVDLUtIGhGEk6EQaiBiRf9XQCMpIhMyyJEMwFk9eNmatelk17oxyvZGnUQRH4BicAgOcgzpogjYwAQJP4AW8gXflWXlVPpTPWWtByWcOwZyUr1+VKJ+s</latexit>

gC = 400 MHz gD = 330 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="QaxCo/qEKoz9NpohaDk7ltMQkfU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtaSzRis/iLNvQLvnU5IVn1qcd0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtaSzRis/iLNvQLvnU5IVn1qcd0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nDSksBjWiL5UsjZujsrBWi72K8s=">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</latexit>

fC,D = 6.58, 6.07 GHz

↵ = �0.29, 0.31 GHz

fR = 10.5, 9.5 GHz

T1 = 21.4, 26.2 µs

T ⇤
2 = 7.1, 11.7 µs

TE
2 = 25.9, 29.4 µs

<latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit>
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A typical two-qubit circuit
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Coherent control of two qubits in coaxial circuit QED

2Q Coaxmon Device

ͰďĞŐŝŶĂůŝŐŶΎ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϱϴϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϮϵϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϭ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϳ͘ϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϱ͘ϵΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϬϳϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϯϬϴΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϲ͘ϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϭϭ͘ϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϵ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

Ͱ�ĞůƚĂ�Θс�ϱϬϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
:�Θс�ϭϲΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ

ͰĞŶĚĂůŝŐŶΎ

Coherent control of two qubits in coaxial circuit QED

2Q Coaxmon Device

ͰďĞŐŝŶĂůŝŐŶΎ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϱϴϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϮϵϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϭ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϳ͘ϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϱ͘ϵΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϬϳϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϯϬϴΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϲ͘ϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϭϭ͘ϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϵ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

Ͱ�ĞůƚĂ�Θс�ϱϬϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
:�Θс�ϭϲΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ

ͰĞŶĚĂůŝŐŶΎ

H = !A
2 ZI + !B

2 IZ + JXX
<latexit sha1_base64="GxR7mLwRE3rrI4KZuoq/sG6Oe2g=">AAACF3icbZBNSwJBGMef7dXsbatjlyUJCsF2vVSHwAxCOxlkirrI7Dirg7MvzMwGsvgxuvRVunSo6Fq3bn2UZtVDan8Y+PN7nodnnr8TMiqkaX5rC4tLyyurqbX0+sbm1ra+s3svgohjUsUBC3jdQYIw6pOqpJKResgJ8hxGak7/KqnXHggXNPDv5CAktoe6PnUpRlKhtn5Sumi5HOG4FXiki9qXwzg/bJSzU7CYwHIje1Ovt/WMmTNHMuaNNTGZwrF5/QMAlbb+1eoEOPKILzFDQjQtM5R2jLikmJFhuhUJEiLcR13SVNZHHhF2PDpsaBwq0jHcgKvnS2NE/07EyBNi4Dmq00OyJ2ZrCfyv1oyke2bH1A8jSXw8XuRGzJCBkaRkdCgnWLKBMghzqv5q4B5SkUiVZVqFYM2ePG+q+dx5zrq1MoUijJWCfTiAI7DgFApQggpUAcMjPMMrvGlP2ov2rn2MWxe0ycweTEn7/AXuUKFr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JNELh1oe5P3voahhCIFvc5hxuSg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JNELh1oe5P3voahhCIFvc5hxuSg=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAISqEm3agLoa0grasKxpZeKJPppB06mYSZiVBCH8ON4JO4caHiVne+gWufwEnbhW39YeDnO+dw5vxOQImQpvmlJRYWl5ZXkquptfWNzS19e+dW+CFH2EY+9XnNgQJTwrAtiaS4FnAMPYfiqtO/iOvVO8wF8dmNHAS45cEuIy5BUCrU1o9L502XQxQ1fQ93YbswjHLDejkzBYsxLNczV7VaW0+bWXMkY95YE5POH5mX3z+PhUpb/2x2fBR6mElEoRANywxkK4JcEkTxMNUMBQ4g6sMubijLoIdFKxodNjQOFOkYrs/VY9IY0b8TEfSEGHiO6vSg7InZWgz/qzVC6Z62IsKCUGKGxovckBrSN+KUjA7hGEk6UAYiTtRfDdSDKhKpskypEKzZk+eNncueZa1rK50vgrGSYA/sg0NggROQByVQATZA4B48gRfwqj1oz9qb9j5uTWiTmV0wJe3jF2P2o0M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4YYCd2zAdbmgo3rP3iwh69eQBM=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAIQqEm3agLodZN66qCsaVNCJPppB06uTAzEUrIY7jxVdy4UHGrO9/GSZuFbf1h4Oc753Dm/G5ECRe6/qMUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXX/4IGHMUPYRCENWdeFHFMSYFMQQXE3Yhj6LsUdd3yT1TuPmHESBvdiEmHbh8OAeARBIZGjnjWvLI9BlFihj4fQuU6TWtprVeZgI4OtXuW223XUsl7Vp9KWjZGbMsjVdtRvaxCi2MeBQBRy3jf0SNgJZIIgitOSFXMcQTSGQ9yXNoA+5nYyPSzVTiQZaF7I5AuENqV/JxLocz7xXdnpQzHii7UM/lfrx8K7sBMSRLHAAZot8mKqiVDLUtIGhGEk6EQaiBiRf9XQCMpIhMyyJEMwFk9eNmatelk17oxyvZGnUQRH4BicAgOcgzpogjYwAQJP4AW8gXflWXlVPpTPWWtByWcOwZyUr1+VKJ+s</latexit>

J = 16 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="qooF+Qw8GSrhEj6wtgWyK9j7V1Q=">AAAB+XicdVDLSgNBEOz1bXwlevQyGARPYVZJNIeg6CUIQgSjQhLC7GSiQ2YfzPSqcY34I148qHj1I7x782+cGAUVLWgoqrrp7vIiJQ1S+uYMDY+Mjo1PTKampmdm59KZ+UMTxpqLKg9VqI89ZoSSgaiiRCWOIy2Y7ylx5HV2+v7RmdBGhsEBdiPR8NlJINuSM7RSM53ZLbmF6zqKC9R+sle+7DXTWZqjhXxxjRKay1N3vVi0hNLCxtoqcS3pI7v5kirdAEClmX6tt0Ie+yJArpgxNZdG2EiYRsmV6KXqsRER4x12ImqWBswXppF8nN4jy1ZpkXaobQVIPtTvEwnzjen6nu30GZ6a315f/MurxdjeaCQyiGIUAR8saseKYEj6OZCW1IKj6lrCuJb2VsJPmWYcbVopG8LXp+R/Ul3NFXPuvpvd2oYBJmARlmAFXFiHLShDBarA4Rxu4R4enCvnznl0ngatQ87nzAL8gPP8DivHla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8wr0B5Viod/a+9H396jJydW+cQ=">AAAB+XicdVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KOXwSB4CrMJRnMQRS9BEBSMCSQhzE4myZDZBzO9alzjn3hRUPHqR3j3Iv6Ns0ZBRQsaiqpuurvcUAoNhLxZI6Nj4xOTqSl7emZ2bj69sHiig0gxXmaBDFTVpZpL4fMyCJC8GipOPVfyitvbS/zKKVdaBP4x9EPe8GjHF23BKBipmV7Y33IKV3Xg56C8+KB0MWimMyRLCuvFPMEku06cjWLREEIKm/kcdgxJkNl+trfC21f7sJl+qbcCFnncByap1jWHhNCIqQLBJB/Y9UjzkLIe7fCaoT71uG7EH6cP8KpRWrgdKFM+4A/1+0RMPa37nms6PQpd/dtLxL+8WgTtzUYs/DAC7rPhonYkMQQ4yQG3hOIMZN8QypQwt2LWpYoyMGnZJoSvT/H/pJzLFrPOkZPZ2UVDpNAyWkFryEEbaAeV0CEqI4bO0DW6Q/fWpXVjPViPw9YR63NmCf2A9fQOG+KXIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8wr0B5Viod/a+9H396jJydW+cQ=">AAAB+XicdVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KOXwSB4CrMJRnMQRS9BEBSMCSQhzE4myZDZBzO9alzjn3hRUPHqR3j3Iv6Ns0ZBRQsaiqpuurvcUAoNhLxZI6Nj4xOTqSl7emZ2bj69sHiig0gxXmaBDFTVpZpL4fMyCJC8GipOPVfyitvbS/zKKVdaBP4x9EPe8GjHF23BKBipmV7Y33IKV3Xg56C8+KB0MWimMyRLCuvFPMEku06cjWLREEIKm/kcdgxJkNl+trfC21f7sJl+qbcCFnncByap1jWHhNCIqQLBJB/Y9UjzkLIe7fCaoT71uG7EH6cP8KpRWrgdKFM+4A/1+0RMPa37nms6PQpd/dtLxL+8WgTtzUYs/DAC7rPhonYkMQQ4yQG3hOIMZN8QypQwt2LWpYoyMGnZJoSvT/H/pJzLFrPOkZPZ2UVDpNAyWkFryEEbaAeV0CEqI4bO0DW6Q/fWpXVjPViPw9YR63NmCf2A9fQOG+KXIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NBHuxaIRZxXNL/M1r1NIb9NLM4U=">AAAB+XicdVBLS0JBFJ7b0+yltWwzJEErmav4WgRSGwkCg0xBReaOow7OfTBzbmU3+ydtWlS07Z+06980PoKK+uDAx/edwznncwIpNBDyYS0sLi2vrMbW4usbm1vbieTOpfZDxXiN+dJXDYdqLoXHayBA8kagOHUdyevO8GTi16+40sL3LmAU8LZL+57oCUbBSJ1E8vTIzt+3gN+AcqOzyu24k0iRNMnnSlmCSTpH7EKpZAgh+WI2g21DJkihOaqdxHur67PQ5R4wSbVu2iSAdkQVCCb5ON4KNQ8oG9I+bxrqUZfrdjQ9fYwPjNLFPV+Z8gBP1e8TEXW1HrmO6XQpDPRvbyL+5TVD6BXbkfCCELjHZot6ocTg40kOuCsUZyBHhlCmhLkVswFVlIFJK25C+PoU/09qmXQpbZ/bqfLxPI0Y2kP76BDZqIDKqIKqqIYYukYP6Ak9W3fWo/Vivc5aF6z5zC76AevtE75Nk+I=</latexit>

gC = 400 MHz gD = 330 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="QaxCo/qEKoz9NpohaDk7ltMQkfU=">AAACFnicdVA9axtBEJ2znURRPqzEpVMsEYFUx550UaRCICwXbgI2+GyDdBx7q5W8eO+D3bkQ5ZB+hZv8k+DGRRLShnTp/FO8kmKITfxg4PHeDDPz4lxJg5T+cdbWNx48fFR5XH3y9NnzzdqLl0cmKzQXAc9Upk9iZoSSqQhQohInuRYsiZU4js/6C//4o9BGZukhTnMRJmySyrHkDK0U1dxJ1O/6lM6HKD6hTsoPe59n8yUm0W632bztRLU6danfaLR8Qt0mfddstyxpddq+3yGeS5eo9159PbgCgP2o9ns4yniRiBS5YsYMPJpjWDKNkisxqw4LI3LGz9hEDCxNWSJMWC7/mpE3VhmRcaZtpUiW6r8TJUuMmSax7UwYnpq73kL8nzcocNwOS5nmBYqUrxaNC0UwI4uQyEhqwVFNLWFcS3sr4adMM442yqoN4eZTcj8JGm7H9Q68em8HVqjANryGt+DBe+jBHuxDABzO4QK+wXfni3Pp/HB+rlrXnL8zW3ALzq9ra0GilQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtaSzRis/iLNvQLvnU5IVn1qcd0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtaSzRis/iLNvQLvnU5IVn1qcd0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nDSksBjWiL5UsjZujsrBWi72K8s=">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</latexit>

fC,D = 6.58, 6.07 GHz

↵ = �0.29, 0.31 GHz

fR = 10.5, 9.5 GHz

T1 = 21.4, 26.2 µs

T ⇤
2 = 7.1, 11.7 µs

TE
2 = 25.9, 29.4 µs

<latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6OtVa6Kwpd40n1YF2gBK6QJJvbQ=">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</latexit>
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Characterising undesired couplings

�27

• Do qubits couple to the resonator of the next unit cell? 
• Resonator frequency shift is too small to measure easily (good!) 
• Instead observe qubit shift due to calibrated resonator drive

Q:

R:

!
2

!
2

∆$

∆%&'

gCC = 400 MHz gCD = 12 MHz

gDD = 330 MHz gDC = 15 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="hlQUlUSRZfV6XGbl12meRhb1nb8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vi5Ia5MVUpOSZ/7Fkr9Bge1Kbnc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vi5Ia5MVUpOSZ/7Fkr9Bge1Kbnc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FrXfqE8rTiONAr3AhqFwj04rikg=">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</latexit>

• Results:

• Implies cross-measurement-induced dephasing time of 10 ms

Coherent control of two qubits in coaxial circuit QED

2Q Coaxmon Device

ͰďĞŐŝŶĂůŝŐŶΎ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϱϴϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϮϵϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϭ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϳ͘ϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϱ͘ϵΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϬϳϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϯϬϴΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϲ͘ϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϭϭ͘ϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϵ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

Ͱ�ĞůƚĂ�Θс�ϱϬϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
:�Θс�ϭϲΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ

ͰĞŶĚĂůŝŐŶΎ

Coherent control of two qubits in coaxial circuit QED

2Q Coaxmon Device

ͰďĞŐŝŶĂůŝŐŶΎ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϱϴϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϮϵϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϭ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϳ͘ϭΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϱ͘ϵΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

ĨͺϬϭ�Θс�ϲ͘ϬϳϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵ',ǌͰͰ
ͰĂůƉŚĂ�Θс�ͲϯϬϴΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
dͺϭ�Θс�Ϯϲ͘ϮΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮΔΎ�Θс�ϭϭ͘ϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ
dͺϮ��ĐŚŽ�Θс�Ϯϵ͘ϰΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵͰŵƵ�ƐͰͰ

Ͱ�ĞůƚĂ�Θс�ϱϬϳΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ
:�Θс�ϭϲΕͰŵĂƚŚƌŵD,ǌͰͰ

ͰĞŶĚĂůŝŐŶΎ

gCC = 400 MHz gCD = 12 MHz

gDD = 330 MHz gDC = 15 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="hlQUlUSRZfV6XGbl12meRhb1nb8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vi5Ia5MVUpOSZ/7Fkr9Bge1Kbnc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vi5Ia5MVUpOSZ/7Fkr9Bge1Kbnc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FrXfqE8rTiONAr3AhqFwj04rikg=">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</latexit>
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Gate fidelities
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F̄1Q = 99.58(5)%
<latexit sha1_base64="eIiHsDofiNyD8C9dTw0GB0vhqeY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1IxGK7EIqCuGzB2EITwmQ6aYdOHsxMhBKy8VfcuFBx62+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRIU3zW1tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf29YPDBxGnHBMbxyzmPR8JwmhEbEklI72EExT6jHT98c3U7z4SLmgc3ctJQtwQDSMaUIykkjz92PERz25zL7M6+VWzadQbtfqZU/X0immYM8BlYhWkAgq0Pf3LGcQ4DUkkMUNC9C0zkW6GuKSYkbzspIIkCI/RkPQVjVBIhJvNHshhVSkDGMRcVSThTP09kaFQiEnoq84QyZFY9Kbif14/lUHDzWiUpJJEeL4oSBmUMZymAQeUEyzZRBGEOVW3QjxCHGGpMiurEKzFl5eJfW40DatzUWldF2mUwAk4BTVggUvQAnegDWyAQQ6ewSt40560F+1d+5i3rmjFzBH4A+3zBykNlF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eIiHsDofiNyD8C9dTw0GB0vhqeY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1IxGK7EIqCuGzB2EITwmQ6aYdOHsxMhBKy8VfcuFBx62+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRIU3zW1tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf29YPDBxGnHBMbxyzmPR8JwmhEbEklI72EExT6jHT98c3U7z4SLmgc3ctJQtwQDSMaUIykkjz92PERz25zL7M6+VWzadQbtfqZU/X0immYM8BlYhWkAgq0Pf3LGcQ4DUkkMUNC9C0zkW6GuKSYkbzspIIkCI/RkPQVjVBIhJvNHshhVSkDGMRcVSThTP09kaFQiEnoq84QyZFY9Kbif14/lUHDzWiUpJJEeL4oSBmUMZymAQeUEyzZRBGEOVW3QjxCHGGpMiurEKzFl5eJfW40DatzUWldF2mUwAk4BTVggUvQAnegDWyAQQ6ewSt40560F+1d+5i3rmjFzBH4A+3zBykNlF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eIiHsDofiNyD8C9dTw0GB0vhqeY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1IxGK7EIqCuGzB2EITwmQ6aYdOHsxMhBKy8VfcuFBx62+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRIU3zW1tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf29YPDBxGnHBMbxyzmPR8JwmhEbEklI72EExT6jHT98c3U7z4SLmgc3ctJQtwQDSMaUIykkjz92PERz25zL7M6+VWzadQbtfqZU/X0immYM8BlYhWkAgq0Pf3LGcQ4DUkkMUNC9C0zkW6GuKSYkbzspIIkCI/RkPQVjVBIhJvNHshhVSkDGMRcVSThTP09kaFQiEnoq84QyZFY9Kbif14/lUHDzWiUpJJEeL4oSBmUMZymAQeUEyzZRBGEOVW3QjxCHGGpMiurEKzFl5eJfW40DatzUWldF2mUwAk4BTVggUvQAnegDWyAQQ6ewSt40560F+1d+5i3rmjFzBH4A+3zBykNlF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eIiHsDofiNyD8C9dTw0GB0vhqeY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1IxGK7EIqCuGzB2EITwmQ6aYdOHsxMhBKy8VfcuFBx62+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRIU3zW1tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf29YPDBxGnHBMbxyzmPR8JwmhEbEklI72EExT6jHT98c3U7z4SLmgc3ctJQtwQDSMaUIykkjz92PERz25zL7M6+VWzadQbtfqZU/X0immYM8BlYhWkAgq0Pf3LGcQ4DUkkMUNC9C0zkW6GuKSYkbzspIIkCI/RkPQVjVBIhJvNHshhVSkDGMRcVSThTP09kaFQiEnoq84QyZFY9Kbif14/lUHDzWiUpJJEeL4oSBmUMZymAQeUEyzZRBGEOVW3QjxCHGGpMiurEKzFl5eJfW40DatzUWldF2mUwAk4BTVggUvQAnegDWyAQQ6ewSt40560F+1d+5i3rmjFzBH4A+3zBykNlF4=</latexit>

F̄1Q = 99.82(4)%
<latexit sha1_base64="T10WWYXsFuljE6uRkt/ue1VMzFM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1ISsF2IRQFcdmCsYUmhMl00g6dPJiZCCVk46+4caHi1t9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733+AmjQprmt7a2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8c6kfHDyJOOSY2jlnM+z4ShNGI2JJKRvoJJyj0Gen5k5uZ33skXNA4upfThLghGkU0oBhJJXn6qeMjnt3mXmZ186tWy2jWa40Lp+rpFdMw54CrxCpIBRToePqXM4xxGpJIYoaEGFhmIt0McUkxI3nZSQVJEJ6gERkoGqGQCDebP5DDqlKGMIi5qkjCufp7IkOhENPQV50hkmOx7M3E/7xBKoOmm9EoSSWJ8GJRkDIoYzhLAw4pJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiMOMJSZVZWIVjLL68Su260DKvbqLSvizRK4AycgxqwwCVogzvQATbAIAfP4BW8aU/ai/aufSxa17Ri5gT8gfb5AyLylFo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T10WWYXsFuljE6uRkt/ue1VMzFM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1ISsF2IRQFcdmCsYUmhMl00g6dPJiZCCVk46+4caHi1t9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733+AmjQprmt7a2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8c6kfHDyJOOSY2jlnM+z4ShNGI2JJKRvoJJyj0Gen5k5uZ33skXNA4upfThLghGkU0oBhJJXn6qeMjnt3mXmZ186tWy2jWa40Lp+rpFdMw54CrxCpIBRToePqXM4xxGpJIYoaEGFhmIt0McUkxI3nZSQVJEJ6gERkoGqGQCDebP5DDqlKGMIi5qkjCufp7IkOhENPQV50hkmOx7M3E/7xBKoOmm9EoSSWJ8GJRkDIoYzhLAw4pJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiMOMJSZVZWIVjLL68Su260DKvbqLSvizRK4AycgxqwwCVogzvQATbAIAfP4BW8aU/ai/aufSxa17Ri5gT8gfb5AyLylFo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T10WWYXsFuljE6uRkt/ue1VMzFM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1ISsF2IRQFcdmCsYUmhMl00g6dPJiZCCVk46+4caHi1t9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733+AmjQprmt7a2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8c6kfHDyJOOSY2jlnM+z4ShNGI2JJKRvoJJyj0Gen5k5uZ33skXNA4upfThLghGkU0oBhJJXn6qeMjnt3mXmZ186tWy2jWa40Lp+rpFdMw54CrxCpIBRToePqXM4xxGpJIYoaEGFhmIt0McUkxI3nZSQVJEJ6gERkoGqGQCDebP5DDqlKGMIi5qkjCufp7IkOhENPQV50hkmOx7M3E/7xBKoOmm9EoSSWJ8GJRkDIoYzhLAw4pJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiMOMJSZVZWIVjLL68Su260DKvbqLSvizRK4AycgxqwwCVogzvQATbAIAfP4BW8aU/ai/aufSxa17Ri5gT8gfb5AyLylFo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T10WWYXsFuljE6uRkt/ue1VMzFM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAp1E1ISsF2IRQFcdmCsYUmhMl00g6dPJiZCCVk46+4caHi1t9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733+AmjQprmt7a2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8c6kfHDyJOOSY2jlnM+z4ShNGI2JJKRvoJJyj0Gen5k5uZ33skXNA4upfThLghGkU0oBhJJXn6qeMjnt3mXmZ186tWy2jWa40Lp+rpFdMw54CrxCpIBRToePqXM4xxGpJIYoaEGFhmIt0McUkxI3nZSQVJEJ6gERkoGqGQCDebP5DDqlKGMIi5qkjCufp7IkOhENPQV50hkmOx7M3E/7xBKoOmm9EoSSWJ8GJRkDIoYzhLAw4pJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiMOMJSZVZWIVjLL68Su260DKvbqLSvizRK4AycgxqwwCVogzvQATbAIAfP4BW8aU/ai/aufSxa17Ri5gT8gfb5AyLylFo=</latexit>

F̄2Q = 97(2)%
<latexit sha1_base64="HHN36IyZdMbuMVXPbwscFI9/jeM=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g6VQNyUpQu1CKArisgVjC00Ik+mkHTqZhJmJUEPxV9y4UHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpLOvbWFldW9/YLGwVt3d29/bNg8N7GacCEwfHLBbdAEnCKCeOooqRbiIIigJGOsHoeup3HoiQNOZ3apwQL0IDTkOKkdKSbx67ARLZzcTPau3JZaNeqZ25Zd8sWVVrBrhM7JyUQI6Wb365/RinEeEKMyRlz7YS5WVIKIoZmRTdVJIE4REakJ6mHEVEetns+gksa6UPw1jo4grO1N8TGYqkHEeB7oyQGspFbyr+5/VSFV54GeVJqgjH80VhyqCK4TQK2KeCYMXGmiAsqL4V4iESCCsdWFGHYC++vEycWrVRtdvnpeZVnkYBnIBTUAE2qIMmuAUt4AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PWFSOfOQJ/YHz+ALVuk6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HHN36IyZdMbuMVXPbwscFI9/jeM=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g6VQNyUpQu1CKArisgVjC00Ik+mkHTqZhJmJUEPxV9y4UHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpLOvbWFldW9/YLGwVt3d29/bNg8N7GacCEwfHLBbdAEnCKCeOooqRbiIIigJGOsHoeup3HoiQNOZ3apwQL0IDTkOKkdKSbx67ARLZzcTPau3JZaNeqZ25Zd8sWVVrBrhM7JyUQI6Wb365/RinEeEKMyRlz7YS5WVIKIoZmRTdVJIE4REakJ6mHEVEetns+gksa6UPw1jo4grO1N8TGYqkHEeB7oyQGspFbyr+5/VSFV54GeVJqgjH80VhyqCK4TQK2KeCYMXGmiAsqL4V4iESCCsdWFGHYC++vEycWrVRtdvnpeZVnkYBnIBTUAE2qIMmuAUt4AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PWFSOfOQJ/YHz+ALVuk6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HHN36IyZdMbuMVXPbwscFI9/jeM=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g6VQNyUpQu1CKArisgVjC00Ik+mkHTqZhJmJUEPxV9y4UHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpLOvbWFldW9/YLGwVt3d29/bNg8N7GacCEwfHLBbdAEnCKCeOooqRbiIIigJGOsHoeup3HoiQNOZ3apwQL0IDTkOKkdKSbx67ARLZzcTPau3JZaNeqZ25Zd8sWVVrBrhM7JyUQI6Wb365/RinEeEKMyRlz7YS5WVIKIoZmRTdVJIE4REakJ6mHEVEetns+gksa6UPw1jo4grO1N8TGYqkHEeB7oyQGspFbyr+5/VSFV54GeVJqgjH80VhyqCK4TQK2KeCYMXGmiAsqL4V4iESCCsdWFGHYC++vEycWrVRtdvnpeZVnkYBnIBTUAE2qIMmuAUt4AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PWFSOfOQJ/YHz+ALVuk6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HHN36IyZdMbuMVXPbwscFI9/jeM=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g6VQNyUpQu1CKArisgVjC00Ik+mkHTqZhJmJUEPxV9y4UHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpLOvbWFldW9/YLGwVt3d29/bNg8N7GacCEwfHLBbdAEnCKCeOooqRbiIIigJGOsHoeup3HoiQNOZ3apwQL0IDTkOKkdKSbx67ARLZzcTPau3JZaNeqZ25Zd8sWVVrBrhM7JyUQI6Wb365/RinEeEKMyRlz7YS5WVIKIoZmRTdVJIE4REakJ6mHEVEetns+gksa6UPw1jo4grO1N8TGYqkHEeB7oyQGspFbyr+5/VSFV54GeVJqgjH80VhyqCK4TQK2KeCYMXGmiAsqL4V4iESCCsdWFGHYC++vEycWrVRtdvnpeZVnkYBnIBTUAE2qIMmuAUt4AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PWFSOfOQJ/YHz+ALVuk6E=</latexit>

• Single qubit gates using DRAG pulse 
shapes to minimise driving out of qubit 
subspace (Motzoi PRL 2009) 

• Two-qubit cross-resonance gate utilising 
echo scheme to reduce residual errors 
(Sheldon PRA 2016) 

• Measured using randomised benchmarking 
to factor out initialisation and measurement 
errors
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First results on 4-qubit prototypes
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- Process tomography of 
2Q gate on 4Q device 
- Reduced ZZ error due to 
refinement of parameters

• Static frequency qubits - requires tight control 
of junction fabrication (<10% std. dev. on EJ) 

• Qubits at 5.31, 4.76, 4.21, 3.79 GHz 

• Single qubit gate errors at 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.5% 

• One two-qubit gate working at 5% error (left) 
but with significantly reduced ZZ error 

• Charge dispersion limiting performance in 
this case (easy fix) 

• 2nd generation devices now in fabrication
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Summary
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‣ Microwave electric circuits can be 
made quantum using superconductors, 
and millikelvin temperatures 

‣ Small ‘toy’ superconducting quantum 
computers at 20-50 qubits are realised 

‣ Coaxial quantum circuits under 
development at Oxford for scaling

Rahamim et al., APL 110, 222602 (2017)
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